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differentiation between individualism and Anarcho-communism.In this situation the impact of the revolution couldonly be to further disintegrate a movement that wasnever integrated or coherent. Once the revolution wasunderway propaganda for construction would have totake over from demands for destruction if anarchismwas to have any influence at all. This necessitatedclearly distinguishing between individualism andcommunism. However at the same time there arose - fornon-individualists the question of tactics and strategiesin an ongoing revolution. This led to a clear separationbetween the anarcho-communists with their focus on theproblem of organising the consumption of the "masses",and the Syndicalists with their focus on the problems ofthe revolutionary fighting and post-revolutionaryproductive organisation of the "workers". Anarcho-communism, lacking any clear tactical or strategicbases, then split between simple armed opposition toeverything "statist" and collaboration with (andsubordination to) the bolshevik party. Anarcho-syndicalism, more coherent in its organisational, tacticaland post-revolutionary ideas than the other variants,also faced problems with the emergence of the factorycommittees which had no place in the originalsyndicalist scheme of things, but these problems were atleast surmountable within its own universe of ideas.Despite this syndicalism was born and fated to remain aminority tendency in a trade union movement dominatedby Mensheviks and a factory committee movement withstrong links to the bolsheviks.Within the sad chronicle of Russian anarchism onlyone episode stands out: that of the Makhnovistmovement in the Ukraine (1918-1921). The anarchist-ledpartisans achieved brilliant military successes againstthe Germans, Ukrainian nationalists and White armiesand for a long period withstood the attacks of the RedArmy when the latter turned on them. Behind thepartisan lines the anarchists tried to spark off anindependent social and political organisation of theliberated areas and to re-organise the anarchistmovement. (ultimately both these attempts were to fall:the war of movement prevented the consolidation ofbase areas and the Anarcho-syndicalists remained alooffrom the projected unification of the anarchistmovement. The insurrectionary army remained thedominant factor in the situation.)It is hardly surprising that reflection on the completepolitical failure of Russian anarchism in general and therelative military success of its Ukrainian wing inparticular should have led some anarchists towards ademand for tighter and more disciplined organisation.Nor is it surprising that amongst the protagonists ofsuch organisation should be the leader and thechronicler of the Ukrainian movement. The unfortunatething was that faced with two successful examples - thebolshevik party and the anarchist army - Arshinoff,Makhno and their group produced an organisationalplatform and politics incorporating the main features ofboth. This alienated the anarcho-syndicalists, who were

INTRODUCTION
Contrary to what one might have expected from thekey role of Russians in the early history of the doctrineof revolutionary anarchism, Russian anarchismdisappeared from the scene soon after the death ofBakunin and did not reappear until the 1905 revolution.Thus when anarchism did reappear in Russia there wereformidable competitors already on the scene: the socialdemocrats of Bolshevik, Menshevik and intermediatetendencies and the socialist revolutionaries. Both ofthese parties had consolidated themselves some yearsearlier, out of movements and tendencies whichthemselves had roots in the revolutionary movement ofthe 1870's and 1880's. Both of them had naturalconstituencies - the workers in the one case and thepeasants in the other (although these were notcompletely separate groups) - into which revolutionaryanarchism would have to make inroads to succeed. Thusanarchism had an even more unfavourable outlook thanthat other unsuccessful late starter, Russian liberalism,which at least could look to an influential, if narrow,natural support base amongst the better-offintelligentsia, commercial and industrial middle classesand enlightened nobility. It is no accident then that thetwo best known anarchist chroniclers of the Russianrevolution came to anarchism from other movementsafter the 1905 revolution - Arshinoff from bolshevism -and Voline from the Socialist Revolutionaries - and it isalso no accident that both of them conceived revolutionin the most extreme terms possible. With its naturalterrain already occupied by other movements,extremism was really all Russian anarchism had to offer.At times of revolutionary excitement this could lead to arapid growth in the movement but if, as in 1917, thelarger and more established revolutionary groupsadapted their own agitation to the mood of the massestheir rapid growth would swamp the anarchists.By themselves these factors would have ensured thatthe anarchist movement remained small - in 1917/18 itnumbered perhaps 10,000 with Syndicalist delegatesrepresenting perhaps 75,000 workers at trade union andfactory committee conferences - but other factors werealso at work to make it weaker yet. From the start therewas a division between individualists and communistswithin anarchism but this division had a rather differentmeaning under Russian conditions from what it wouldhave today or elsewhere then. The individualists tendedtowards "terror without motive" whilst the left-wing ofthe Anarcho-communists endorsed expropriation byarmed detachments but the difference was not great andin anti-state insurrectionary propaganda the two couldeasily run together. The difference between the two wasover the organisation (or lack of it) of future society butnot necessarily in the understanding of revolution or atleast its destructive phase. Since also the Russiananarcho-communists remained at the level of agitationand propaganda amongst the masses rather than risingto the level of organisation of the masses (Russia couldonly acquire a Syndicalist movement after the Februaryrevolution) the organisational forms of Russiananarchism - small groups and circles – did not make for
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organisationally serious but with totally differentorganisational and political conceptions, and who in anycase had their own international organisation, the I.W.A.(International Workers Association) and it failed toattract the anarcho-communists who could not fail toperceive the bolshevism implicit in the organisationaland political prescriptions. The drafters of the platformhad fallen into the error of believing that organisationalforms were merely a technical matter and that thepolitics of an organisation were governed by its explicitaims, often their opponents fell into the obverse error ofbelieving that all organisational forms (i.e. all formalorganisation) were politically statist.The major focus of criticism of the "Platform" wasdirected against what was labeled "Syntheticism". The"Synthesis" or "Synthetical Declaration of Principles"was commissioned from Voline by the Nabat (Tocsin)Anarchist Confederation of the Ukraine (1918-1920). Itwas an attempt to provide a framework within which thedifferent types of anarchist (syndicalists, communists,individualists) could co-operate.In answer to the publication of the "Platform", Voline,along with other "Nabat" militants who survived theBolshevik terror, by going into exile, published in 1927what became known as "The Reply". This documentremains as the major attack on "Platformism" by the"Synthesis" anarchists.Meanwhile the anarcho-syndicalists who went intoexile, did not remain aloof from this "debate". The mostdetailed criticism of the "Platform" as well as thedeficiencies in the "Reply" were made by G. P. Maximoffin the pages of 'Golos Truzhenika'. It was latercollectively published with the title "ConstructiveAnarchism". This thorough analysis by Maximoff(besides clearly stating the clear differences betweenanarcho-syndicalism and platformism is of value also forits elaboration of the development of the constructiveprogram of anarcho-syndicalism from within the 1stInternational up till the reformation of the I.W.A. in1922.

The main purpose of this pamphlet is to republish theideas expressed in Maximoff's long article. However, sothat a new generation can examine all sides of thiscritical debate in the history of revolutionary anarchism,we have decided to include the other primarydocuments: "The Platform" itself and "The Reply". Toindicate how the debate extended beyond the Russianexiles. also included is Malatesta's important analysis ofanarchist organisation and his subsequent exchange ofviews with Makhno.The debate on the Platform was not restricted tothese primary documents published together here forthe first time in English. Other writings of importancewere:-
1. The subsequent theoretical writings of Arshinoff "LaRéponse aux Confusionistes de l'Anarchisme"(Paris, 1927), "Anarklizm i Diktatura Proletariata"(Paris, 1931)2. The series of articles published in the organ of theSpanish CNT "Solidaridad Obrera" in 1932 byAlexander Schapiro, the then general secretary ofthe IWA, his position against the Platform was verysimilar to that of Maximoff.3. Other writings of Voline: "Le sens de LaDestruction", "De La Synthese" and "Le VertableRevolution Sociale".4. Besides Malatesta, others outside the circles ofexiled Russian anarchists wrote important andinfluential articles. Particularly worthy ofrepublishing would be those of Luigi Fabbri,Camillo Berneri, Max Nettlau and Sebastien Faure.

In France, Faure became after Voline the mostimportant theoretician of "Synthetical" anarchism.A useful follow up volume to the documentspublished here would contain the best of the above.Regrettably none have as yet been translated intoEnglish. Also useful would be a history of organisationsfounded on "Platformist" principles.



Constructive Anarchism
G. P. Maximoff

1. Introduction
Before we examine the principles of Anarcho-syndicalism, it is necessary to summarise briefly thedevelopment of international Anarchism since the war[1], and to consider its present situation.The Imperialist war, the rise and decline of the GreatRussian revolution, the uprisings in Central Europeancountries, and the intensification of the class struggle inother lands, obliged Anarchists to investigate morethoroughly the true character of social revolution andthe practical means needed for its realisation. In thepages of Anarchist and Revolutionary Syndicalistpublications in all countries the problems ofconstruction, tactics and organisation were discussedwith increasing frequency. Unfortunately, theseproblems were only stated; they were not resolved. Andonly relatively few of the fundamental questions wereactually answered.The first practical attempt to deal with the questionof organisational forms in the social revolution must befound in the formation of the InternationalWorkingmen's Association of 1921 - the International ofRevolutionary Syndicalist Trade Unions. From thatmoment, Anarcho-syndicalism became an organisedinternational factor. The International Workingmen'sAssociation adopted the philosophy of AnarchistCommunism, and, in addition to devoting itself to day to-day efforts in the interests of the world proletariat, itstrove, from the first day of its existence, to findsolutions to all those questions which face, both now andin the future, the exploited masses in their struggle forfull liberation.Nevertheless, despite these considerations anddespite the fact that the International Workingmen'sAssociation was a direct heir of the First International,continuing the work of the Jura Federation and ofMichael Bakunin, its emergence was not welcomedunanimously in Anarchist circles. A group of Russiananarchist emigres, for instance, decided to establish,along similar lines to the International Workingmen'sAssociation, a new organisation called the GeneralAssociation of Anarchists. And three years ago, in 1927,the "Group of Russian Anarchists Abroad" submitted tothe international Anarchist movement a "Project for anOrganisational Platform of a General Association ofAnarchists", which attempted to resolve the variousproblems on a different level from the InternationalWorkingmen's Association. This attempt aroused naturalinterest in Anarchist circles, and it is still beingpropagated in the publications of that group.Before reviewing the fundamental principles of ourown program, it is necessary to discuss this "Platform"in greater detail, as well as the "Reply" which was madeto it by "several Russian Anarchists". We shall scrutinisethese two pronouncements of Anarchist thought, notfrom love of controversy, but only in order to render

more precise our attitude towards those positiveorganisational and tactical issues which today or anyday might arise in their full magnitude in Russia itselfand in other countries as well. In addition, the"Platform" and the "Reply" to it are both filled withevery kind of distortion of Anarchist concepts, and toignore these distortions would amount to moraltransgression against the Anarchist movement. It ishoped that the considerable space which will be devotedin this study to a criticism of these matters will be foundjustified by the above considerations.
2. Positive and Negative Aspects of Anarchism

It is not within the scope of this study to examine thedevelopment of Anarchist thought. My task is practical.After analysing the living and concrete Anarchistmovement from the moment of its inception to thepresent day, I shall attempt to determine itsshortcomings, errors and ambiguities in theory andtactics. And further, on the basis of historicalexperience, I shall propose for consideration methodswhich, in my view, could help our movement in thestruggle towards the realisation of its program.Thought precedes movement. Every act and everymovement of the individual, unless it is eithermechanical or instinctive, is the result of premeditation,of thought. Before he acts, man thinks about the act - nomatter whether the period of thought is brief or long -and only after this labour of the mind does he take stepsto transform thought into reality. The same process canbe observed in the intricate organism of human society.In this complex social organisation, as well, the ideaprecedes the action. And for that reason the history ofideas does not coincide in time with the history of themovements which serve these ideas. Thus, the history ofAnarchist and Socialist ideas can be traced back toantiquity, but the history of the Anarchist and Socialistmovements begins only in the sixties of the last century,with the organisation of the International Association ofWorkers, or, as it is now commonly called, the FirstInternational. To that time I ascribe the beginning of themass movement of Anarchist workers, and with it Ibegin the examination and analysis of the movementwhich we all serve according to our understanding andability.A study of the mistakes of the past will help us toavoid repeating them in the present and the future. Thecourage to admit mistakes, and the ability to discovertheir real causes are signs of a living spirit and a clear,open mind. If a movement shows evidence of these vitalqualities, it is indeed healthy and strong, and it has arole to play in the future. Let us try then, within thelimits of our ability, to serve the movement in this way.Inspired by this purpose, let us begin the examination ofour movement which grew, as already indicated, out ofthe International Association of Working Men (FirstInternational).
-------------------[1] The First World War of 1914-18.
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What manner of Association was that? When, howand why did it emerge? The First International itself isnot my subject, and I shall sketch its history only to theextent needed for the consideration of the Anarchistmovement, whose early development was inextricablylinked with it. For this reason I shall limit myexamination to one fraction of the International, thegroup known as the "Federalists" or the "Bakuninists".The cornerstone of the International was laid duringthe International Exhibition of 1862 in London, and theAssociation itself was actually founded at the famousmeeting in St. Martin's Hall in London on September 23,1864. That meeting elected a provisional committee oforganisation, which in time became the General Councilof the International. The Committee elaborated theDeclaration of the International and its provisionalstatutes. These statutes were edited by Karl Marx who,though a member of the committee, played a verypassive part in the formation of the International.Under the influence of propaganda, sections of theInternational were formed in several Western Europeancountries. Many of their members had only the vaguestand most confused notions of the aims and purposes ofthe Association. And, because they includedconsiderable numbers of the radical intelligentsia, thesesections frequently cooperated with the radical politicalparties. Thus, the first adherent of the International inSwitzerland, Dr. Coullery, pursued a program of neo-Christianity and his newspaper had a fairly extensivereadership. A similar situation arose in France. In short,the sections of the International were, ideologicallyspeaking, a motley and mutually contradictorycollection, and only in time were they moulded into aconscious and active social force.The First Congress of the International wasscheduled to take place during 1865, in Brussels, but itwas called off because of a new Belgian law whichdiscriminated against foreigners. In its place, aconference was called in London for the 25th to 29th ofSeptember of the same year. At this conference thedelegates from France were all Proudhonists - Tolain,Fribourg, Limousin and Varlin - later a member of theParis Commune. Caesar de Paepe came from Belgium,Dupleix and J. P. Becker, one-time participant in theDresden uprising, from the French and Germanspeaking parts of Switzerland respectively. Among theemigrants, who represented no specific sections, therewere Dupont, Le Lubez, Herman Jung and Karl Marx.This conference considered labour problems primarily,but it also touched on questions concerninginternational politics, and it decided to call the firstCongress of the International in Geneva for the fall of1866.This Congress took place from September 3rd to the8th, and was attended by 65 delegates - sixty of themrepresenting national sections and five from the GeneralCouncil. Most of these delegates were Swiss andFrench. Since this Congress is of the greatestimportance in the history of the Anarchist and Socialistmovements, I shall review its agenda and resolutions.The agenda is most interesting, and to this day theissues placed before the consideration of the Congresshave not lost their concrete significance, not only for themodern labour movement in general, but for theAnarchist movement in particular, whose attitudes onthese issues were responsible for the division of the

International into divergent factions. This agendaconsisted of the following items:
1. Unification of the workingmen's efforts in theirstruggle against Capitalism by the organisation ofunions.2. The shortening of the working day.3. Female and child labour in industry.4. Labour unions, their past. present and future.5. Co-operatives.6. Direct and indirect taxation.7. Organisation of international credit.8. The need for the destruction of the reactionaryinfluence of Russia in Europe by means of theestablishment of a series of separate states basedon self-determination. (The reconstruction of Polandon democratic foundations).9. The existence of standing armies.10. Religion and its influence on the social, politicaland intellectual evolution of nations.11. Mutual Aid societies.

The most important achievement of the Congresswas, of course, the final ratification of the statutes of theInternational, which will be examined below. First,however, I shall examine the resolutions on severalissues which, in my opinion, continue to be vital for theAnarchist movement as a whole.There is no unanimity among Anarchists on thequestion of labour's struggle against capital. They differin particular on the issue of unifying the efforts of theworking men and their fight against the exploiters. Andthis variation in attitudes towards labour unions is themain issue dividing the Anarcho-communist camp intotwo major fractions - the Anarcho-communists pure andsimple and the Anarcho-syndicalists Those present-dayAnarchists who are Syndicalist do not believe thatlabour associations could be the nucleus of a futuresociety by developing into federations of producers andstateless communes. The Anarcho-syndicalists, on theother hand, hold that only rank-and-file labourorganisations are capable of providing the initialelement in the structure of new society, in which afederal International of producers' associations will takethe place of government.Further, many Anarchists consider the Trade Unionfight for everyday interests to be petty, worthless andeven harmful; they call it a negligible, penny-wise policywhich only serves to deflect the attention of the workersfrom their main task, the destruction of capital and thestate. The Anarcho-syndicalists, on the other hand, viewthe everyday struggle of the working classes as oftremendous importance. They believe that the reductionof hours of work is a great blessing since, after a longworking day, the worker is so weary that he had no timeor energy for social problems or communal issues; heknows only one need - physical rest. A long working day,indeed, transforms him into a toiling animal. The sameimportance is attached by the Anarcho-syndicalists tothe increase of wages. Wherever wages are low, there isdestitution; where there is destitution, there isignorance, and an ignorant pauperised worker cannot bea Revolutionist, because he has no opportunity to realiseor appreciate his human dignity, and because he cannotunderstand the structure of exploitation that oppresseshim.
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How did the Anarchists of the First Internationalreact to these issues? The First Congress of theInternational passed a resolution saying that "at thepresent stage of production workers must be supportedin their fight for pay increases." Further, the Congressnoted that the ultimate aim of the labour movement is"destruction of the system of hired labour" and ittherefore recommended a serious "study of economicways and means to achieve this goal, founded on justiceand mutual aid."The second Congress of the International, held inLausanne in 1867; accepted the same resolution. Thethird Congress, meeting in Brussels, from September6th to 13th, 1868, debated the question of strikes, offederation between labour associations and of theestablishment of special Coordination Councils whosetask it would be to determine whether a given strike waseither legal or useful. The Congress then passed aresolution saying:
"This Congress declares that the strike is not aweapon for the full liberation of the worker, but thatit is frequently rendered necessary in the strugglebetween labour and capital in modern society; it isessential therefore to subject strikes to certain rulesso that they be called at propitious times only, andwith the assurance of competent organisation."As to the organisation of strikes, it is essential thatlabour unions of resistance exist in all trades, andthat these unions be federated with all other labourunions in all countries ..."To determine the timeliness and legality of strikes,a special commission composed of Trade Uniondelegates should be established in every locality."

On the issue of the reduction of working hours, theCongress declared that "the reduction of working hoursis a primary condition for every improvement in theposition of the workers, and for that reason thisCongress has decided to begin agitation in all countriesfor the realisation of this aim by constitutional means."At the fourth Congress of the International in Baselduring September 1869 - it was the penultimateCongress - the French delegate, the carpenter Pindy,read a paper on the issue of labour unions of resistance(as Trade Unions were called in those days) in which heincidentally expressed thoughts which later becamebasic to French Revolutionary Syndicalism, and whichhave since been stressed continually by those Anarchistswho now call themselves Anarcho-syndicalists. Pindysaid that, in his view, labour unions must join with eachother in local, national and, finally, internationalfederations. In the future society, too, the Trade Unionswould have to unite in free communes, headed byCouncils of deputies from the Unions. These Councilswould regulate relations between the various trades andwould take the place of contemporary politicalinstitutions. The Congress carried a resolution proposedby Pindy, which stated that the unions must, "in theinterests of their branch of industry, gather all essentialinformation, consider common problems, conduct strikesand concern themselves with their successful conclusionuntil such time as the system of hired labour is replacedby the association of free producers." Such, according tothe records of all the Congresses, was the ideologicalviewpoint on the labour issue of the Anarchists who

participated in the First International.But the International was not an organisationdominated by Anarchists. It included Marxists,Blanquists and Proudhonist-mutualists, plain Socialistsand even radical Democrats. How then can one ascribethe program of the International to the Anarchists ofthose days? The mere fact of their membership in theInternational is not sufficient, since they could havebeen in the minority and have dissented from theviewpoint of the resolutions which were adopted. Thequestion is justified, although not completely so, since,had the Anarchists not agreed with resolutions. therewould have been some evidence of their protest at theCongresses themselves and later in their press, amethod used by them whenever they differed from theopinion of the General Council in London. However,there exists a great deal of additional material whichshows that, until the Hague Congress, the Anarchistsaccepted the program of the International in full.One has only to refer to the works and letters ofBakunin. His pamphlets, "The Policy of theInternational," "The Organisation of the International,""Universal Revolutionary Union", as well as a number ofothers, prove this contention clearly and convincingly.But, to make the matter more certain, one should notrely on Bakunin's pamphlets alone, but should alsoconsider the following quotations from the documents ofthe Jura Federation, which then headed the theoreticaland practical Anarchist movement, as well as severalquotations from the program which Bakunin drew up forthe "Social-Democratic Alliance."How is the program of the Alliance related to theissue of the labour movement under discussion here?Paragraph 11 states that land, like all other capital, is atool of production which must become the collectiveproperty of society as a whole, to be utilised only by theworking people, i.e. the industrial and agriculturalassociations of the workers." Paragraph V contains athesis which is still a part of the fundamental principlesof modern Anarcho-syndicalism, but which is denied bymany Anarcho-communists It takes up the question -what is to replace the existing State? - and makes thefollowing declaration: "The Alliance recognises that allmodern political and authoritarian states, limitedincreasingly to the simple administrative functionsessential to society, must dissolve into an internationalunion of free agricultural and industrial associations."The Congress of the Romance Federation at Chaux-Le-Fonds in 1870 passed a resolution which hasremained valid to this day, at least for the Syndicalistfraction of Anarchist Communists, and which deservesto be quoted in full:
"Considering the fact that the full liberation oflabour is possible only in conditions of thetransformation of the existing political structure,which is sustained by privilege and power, into aneconomic society founded in equality and freedom,and that every government or political staterepresents only the organisation of bourgeoisexploitation whose expression is juridical law, andthat any participation of the working class inbourgeois governmental politics can result only inthe strengthening of the existing structure which inturn would paralyse the revolutionary activities ofthe proletariat, the Congress of the Romance
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Federation recommends to every section of theInternational the repudiation of all activities seekingsocial reorganisation by means of political reforms. Itsuggests instead the concentration of all efforts onthe creation of federated trade unions as the onlyweapon capable of assuring the success of the socialrevolution. Such a federation would be labour's truerepresentative, its parliament, but it would beindependent and completely outside the influence ofpolitical government."
As to the forms of a future society, the Jura sectionsof the International visualized them in the same light asdid Bakunin and as the present-day Anarcho-syndicalistsstill do. In the newspaper, "Solidarity" of August 20,1870, in an article entitled "Geographical Unification",we read: "In the future Europe will not consist of afederation of different nations, politically organised inrepublics, but of a simple federation of labour unionwithout any distinction according to nationality."This, then, was the labour program of the Anarchistmovement from the formation of the International untilthe disintegration of the Jura Federation in 1880 when,at its last Congress, its sections accepted the title ofAnarchist-Communism.An analysis of the labour program of theInternational and its practical application leadsinevitably to one fundamental flaw which fatally affectedthe development of the Labour movement. This flaw wasthe discrepancy between theory and practice. We haveseen that the International had declared the economicliberation of the workers to be the goal of the labourmovement, and the labour unions to be its basis. Thenatural and logical conclusion would have been for theInternational to be constituted on the principle of thefederation of Labour Unions organised according totrades. Instead, it was founded on the association ofsections composed of all kinds of different elements. Theentire blame for this cannot of course be placed on theInternational; the absence of historical experience, andthe specific conditions in which the association wasforced to exist and develop, are clearly understandablereasons. Yet the fact remains that the sectionalorganisation of the International was undoubtedly one ofthe main reasons for the downfall and disintegration ofthat magnificent organisation. The modem Anarchistmovement has benefited from its historic experience,and the second International Workingmen's Association,founded in Berlin in 1922, was built on the principle ofthe unification, not of sections, but of the industrialassociations in various countries.The sectional structure of the International and of itsfederations fatally reacted on the Anarchist movement inits pure form. What happened was that, when theAnarchists, after the split in the International, organisedthemselves into a Federalist International, theyexchanged the sections for groups, and, because of thedecline of the organisation, they did not realise that inthis way they exchanged a mass labour movement,permeated with the Anarchist spirit, for a simplemovement of Anarchist groups which had little organiccontact with the labour movement.In time the estrangement became increasingly moreevident. Anarchism began to lose its practical footholdand turned more and more towards theory. As a resultthe movement was joined by people who were little, or

not at all, connected with the working classes. Theywere idealists who sincerely sought the liberation of theproletariat but, not having been seasoned in therevolutionary struggle, and seeing the desired liberationunfulfilled during the expected period, they becamedisillusioned with group efforts, using weapons whichmight more effectively hasten the desired results. It is inthis psychology that we must seek the roots of theSyndicalist attitudes which, I am deeply convinced, havedone Anarchism a great deal of harm and have hinderedits progressive growth as a mass labour movement.I will continue now the discussion of other problemswhich were under constant consideration in theInternational in general, and its federalist sections inparticular. I have not available the resolutions of thefirst Congress on all the items of its agenda. But, sincethe majority of these issues were also discussed duringsubsequent Congresses, it is possible, by reference totheir records, to outline the program of the Internationalconcerning these questions.Before, however, beginning our exposition of theprogram, one very important question on the agenda ofthe second Congress should he dealt with, particularlysince it amplifies and clarifies the Labour programalready discussed. It is the question which has not onlyretained its urgency for our own days, but which alsoforms the basic obstacle to unity in the Anarcho-communist movement, as well as a target for socialistattacks in the dispute over the dictatorship of theproletariat.The question was formulated in this manner:
"Would not the efforts of the Labour associations forthe liberation of the fourth estate (the proletariat)lead to the creation of a new class - the fifth estate -whose position under Socialism might be even moreterrible than the position of the proletariat underCapitalism?".

The fact that such a question was raised at all is initself significant. It shows, firstly, the great maturity insocialist thought of the members of the Internationaland, secondly, it points to their sense of responsibilityand caution concerning the solution of complex socialproblems. This question, I believe, arose within theInternational partly because some members werepropagating the idea of the dictatorship of theproletariat, with which a majority did not agree. Theprophets of dictatorship thus made the Internationalistsaware of the possibility that the new society, constructedon the thesis of the replacement of the State by LabourUnions, might create conditions in which the proletariatwould become the ruling class suppressing other classes- for instance, the peasantry. The Congress did not denysuch a possibility; it seemed actually to admit it, but,having no alternative, it could only recommend methodswhich might more or less counteract the possibility ofresults so undesirable from the viewpoint of truesocialism. The Congress passed a resolution in which itstated that, to avoid the formation of a new exploitinghierarchy, it would be necessary for labour unions to bepermeated with the ideals of mutual aid and solidarityand for the proletariat to be convinced that a socialupheaval must lead to justice and not the creation ofnew privileges, even for their own class.At a time when Anarchist thought was being moulded
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by living experience as a movement of the workingmasses, such doubts were normal and fully justified, andthe decision of the Congress was perfectly natural.When Capitalism had not yet entirely matured and thelabour organisations had only begun to function on arevolutionary basis, the members of the Congress couldhave come to no other decision than to attempt to raisethe level of consciousness in the working masses. Theneed for this remains, today, as strong as ever. But it isno longer the only need.Now Anarchist thought has become mature and itmust, moreover, operate in conditions utterly differentfrom the economic circumstances of those days. Todaythe question outlined above can arise only for the StateSocialists, who strive to establish a class dictatorship inthe form of a class State. For Anarchists, who aim at thedestruction of the State and its replacement by thefederations of productive associations, the question isridiculous. It is ridiculous because Anarchism,organising society in this manner, involves the entireadult working population in the productive associations,independent of their former social positions, i.e. theclasses are destroyed at once and hence there can be noquestion of class rule. However, a different problemcould be raised now: would not the Communistorganisation of society result in the suppression of theindividual in a more severe form than under Capitalistindividualism?The question is justified and we cannot deny such apossibility entirely. But society will discover, I believe,sufficiently effective means to prevent thematerialization of this possibility. As to the problem ofclass rule, the Anarcho-communists and the Anarcho-syndicalists differ sharply on this issue. The formerinsist, obviously in error, that syndicalization would leadto class rule, i.e. to dictatorship. Yet they themselveshave nothing to offer in place of the danger they foresee.To turn to the remaining issues, apart from thelabour unions, co-operation in all its forms was aburning issue in the days of the First International, andat the various Congresses a good deal of attention waspaid to this movement. The agenda of every Congresscontained items either on co-operatives in general or onspecific aspects of the movement. At the first Congress,for instance, the following items were discussed: co-operatives, organisation of international credit, mutualaid societies. At the second Congress: how the workingclasses could utilise, for the purpose of their liberation,the savings deposited in bourgeois and governmentalfinancial institutions. At the third Congress - credit.Such insistence shows the extent to which theinternational proletariat of those days was interested inthe issue of co-operatives. In our times because ofAnarchist efforts to develop positive and practicalprograms, this question is once again on the agenda. Forthat reason it is important to learn how it was resolvedby our illustrious predecessors.The decisions of the first Congress concerning thisquestion are not available. At the second Congress, onthe question of workers' savings, Charles Longuetreported in favour of organising a Proudhonian-Mutualist system of credit with national labour bankswhich would provide interest-free loans to the workers.Eccarius suggested that the working co-operatives ofartisans and the labour unions should use their capitalfor the organisation of productive associations. The third

Congress accepted these proposals in resolutionsrecommending the establishment of people's bankswhich would provide the labour organisations withcapital.The English section reported on co-operatives.Without denying the usefulness of co-operativeorganisations, it indicated a dangerous tendencynoticeable in a majority of such bodies in England,which were beginning to develop into purely commercialand capitalist institutions, thus creating the opportunityfor the birth of a new class - the working bourgeoisie.Following this report the Congress passed a resolutionrecommending that the main purpose of the co-operatives should be kept constantly alive - "to wrenchfrom the hands of private capitalists the means ofproduction and to return them to their lawful owners,the productive workers". [1] This, then, was theviewpoint of the International. It paid due respect in thismatter to the Proudhonian and Owenite utopias, whichto this day are advocated by the social-cooperators andby some Anarchists.There is no doubt, of course, that co-operatives aremost useful institutions. For Anarchists to work in massco-operatives is as necessary and as useful as to work intrade unions. But this does not mean that co-operation isthe magic wand by which the Capitalist structure can bechanged into Anarchist Communism. ManyInternationalists actually believed that, and hence arosetheir enthusiastic attitude towards co-operation. Others,like Bakunin, were more far-sighted, realising the greatpositive part that co-operatives would play in the futurestructure of the new society, but looking upon them atthe present stage with indifference, "The experience ofthe past twenty years," Bakunin wrote, "a uniqueexperience which reached its widest scope in England,Germany and France, has proved conclusively that theco-operative system, while undoubtedly containing theessence of the future economic structure, cannot, at thepresent time under present conditions, liberate or evenimprove to any considerable extent the living standardsof the working people". The latter part of Bakunin'sstatement has been verified by experience, while thefirst is just beginning to be confirmed.Many Anarchists in Spain to this day, if not themajority here, take an uncompromisingly hostile attitudetowards co-operatives, and they thus commit the sameunpardonable error as did the Russian Anarchists in theperiod of 1905-6. It is not possible to propose some kindof Anarcho-Cooperativism, but one cannot deny theusefulness of co-operatives to the working population.And apart from all this, one must not forget that co-operatives, e.g. the Christian or workers' co-operatives,are mass organisations, and hence provide atremendous field for Anarchist propaganda and culturalactivity. We should also remember the viewpoint ofBakunin, quoted above, that co-operatives contain theessence of the future economic structure. That isundoubtedly so and, in view of that fact alone, it is notadvisable to repeat the errors of the past.The problem of education, too, was often on theagenda of the Congresses of the First International. Thethird Congress adopted a resolution on this issue, whilethe fourth left the discussion of the problem to the
-------------------[1] The Fourth Congress, because of a lack of time,did not consider the question of credit
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following session. Recognising that at the present timethe organisation of rational education was impossible,the Congress "invited its sections to organise publiccourses with a program of scientific, professional andintegral education, so as to complement at least partiallythe totally inadequate education available to workers atpresent." The Congress considered the reduction ofworking hours a preliminary and essential condition. Inone of his later articles, "Comprehensive Education",Bakunin agreed fully with this resolution. This article, aswell as various other papers on this subject, andparticularly the works of Robin, laid the foundation forthe theory of free labour education which is todayaccepted by all cultured people. And for that theInternational deserves much credit. A resolution of thesecond Congress excluded the State from the sphere ofeducation and assured full freedom to education, andinstruction. The interference of the State was to bepermitted only when the father of the child could notprovide the funds needed for its education.As to Statehood itself, the International began torepudiate it definitively only after the seceding sectionshad organised themselves into the FederalistInternational. Until that secession, it could not decidefinally to dissociate itself from this pernicious concept;this irresolution, of course, would not have beenmaintained without the influence of Marx, although theAnarchists themselves were at first none too clear onthe subject, if not in principle, at least in form.As for the political struggle, the International - rightup to the split at the Hague Congress in 1872 - stoodagainst activity on parliamentary and political partylines. At the Lausanne Congress it adopted a resolutionwhich said that "since the absence of political freedomin a country presents an obstacle to the socialenlightenment of the people and the liberation of theproletariat, the Congress declares: (1) that the socialliberation of the workers is indivisible from theirpolitical liberation and (2) that the establishment ofpolitical freedom is the first, and unconditional necessityin each country".While it carried such a resolution, the Congressnevertheless reacted negatively to participation in thepolitical struggle; instead it continued to function on aneconomic plane alone. And when Marx and his followersat the Hague Congress decided to add to the statutes aresolution concerning the political activities of theworking classes, the split occurred. The Anarchists andtheir followers preferred to stand on their old position,and to advocate gaining political freedom by means ofthe economic struggle.One further question remains to be discussed - thatof land ownership. Thereafter, we shall be able to turn toan analysis of the fundamental theses of theInternational and its statements of principle asexpressed in the Preamble to the Statutes, as well as toan examination of its organisational concepts. Thequestion of land ownership was considered at the BaselCongress in 1869, the fourth Congress - the only one atwhich Bakunin was present. In face of opposition by theMarxists, this Congress carried a resolution on thesocialisation of land and the abolition of the right ofinheritance. As to the first question, the Internationalvoted for the abolition of private ownership and theestablishment of collective ownership in land. When,however, it came to considering the methods of

organising agriculture, the Congress had no unifiedviews. On this second question a majority of thirty-two,against twenty-three Marxists, voted for Bakunin'sresolution whose concluding sentence read: "TheCongress votes for the complete and radical abolition ofthe right of inheritance, considering this to be one of theessential conditions for the liberation of labour." Thiswas the first collision of the two trends in theInternational, which were represented by thepersonalities of Bakunin and Marx.Now let us examine the statutes of the International.Its entire philosophy and all its fundamental principles,accepted as articles of faith by all convinced Socialists ofthe world to this day, are expressed in the Preamble tothese Statutes. The declarations are indisputable andtheir formulation is concise, admirable and expressive.They are:
1. The liberation of the working classes must be thetask of the working classes themselves.2. The struggle for the liberation of the workers mustin no case be a struggle for class privileges andmonopolies but for the establishment of equalrights and obligations for all and for the abolition ofall class rule3. The economic subjugation of workers to the ownersof the means of production, which are the source oflife, is the cause of serfdom in all its forms, of socialmisery, spiritual degeneration and politicaldependency.4. The economic liberation of the workers is the greatgoal to which all political movements must besubordinated.5. All efforts up to the present to realise this greattask have remained unsuccessful because of a lackof solidarity among the workers of various trades ineach country, and because of the absence ofbrotherly unity and organisation among theworking classes of different countries.6. The liberation of labour is not a local or nationaltask, but a social problem involving all countrieswhere the modern structure exists, and its solutiondepends on practical and theoretical co-operationamong the more progressive countries.7. The working class, which is arousing new hopes inits true regeneration in the more industrialisedcountries of Europe, issues a solemn warningagainst a falling back into the old errors and callsimmediately for the unification of all movementswhich, so far, have been divided.8. All organisations and individuals, who are membersof the International, recognise truth, justice andmorality as the basic principles for their behaviourtowards each other and towards all peoples withoutdifference of race, creed or nationality.9. They consider it their duty to demand the rights ofman and citizen not only for themselves but for allwho fulfil their obligations. There are no rightswithout obligations; there are no obligationswithout rights.

Such was the program of the International - thephilosophy of the mass labour movement which has notbeen rejected to this day by a single Anarchist, andwhich lies at the root of the teachings of Bakunin, of theJura Federation and of Kropotkin. The same is not true
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of the Marxists, who soon departed from certainconcepts of the International. The first to do so wasMarx himself, and in that way he was responsible for thesplit in the International.What were the organisational principles of theInternational? Their examination will conclude thisoutline of its program, and of the program of theAnarchist-Collectivists, i.e. the Bakuninists. The statutesof the International, accepted at the first Congress,assigned no administrative rights to the GeneralCouncil. The only right assigned to it was that to changethe location of the following Congress, but not itsschedule. The Council, therefore, was not the centraladministrative organ but only a liaison andcorrespondence bureau and its members were electedby the Congress. The individual sections wereindependent of the Council and had the right to theirown programs and constitutions, as long as these werenot in contradiction with the general principles of theadopted statutes. Each section had the right to elect,from among its members, correspondents to the GeneralCouncil of the organisation, and it paid dues accordingto its membership to cover the expenses of the Council.Finally, each section had the right to send one delegateto the Congress, irrespective of the number of itsmembers, but sections counting more than 500 had theright to send additional delegates for each 500members. Each delegate to the Congress, however manysections he might represent, had one vote.It is interesting to note that, at the fourth Congress,there was evidence, on the one hand, of a tendency toadapt the structure of the International to the imaginedstructure of the future society, while, on the other hand,the Congress, under Bakunin's leadership, assignedadministrative authority to the General Council.Ironically, it was by using this new authority at thefollowing Congress that Marx managed to settleaccounts with Bakunin himself and his friends.On the question of permitting the existence ofchairmen in labour institutions and organisations, theCongress adopted the following resolution:
"Whereas it is unworthy for a labour organisation toretain in its midst a monarchist and authoritarianprinciple by permitting the existence of a chairman(even if the latter has no powers), the Congressinvites all sections and labour organisations who aremembers of the International to abolish the conceptof chairmanship in their midst."

At the same time another resolution, for whichBakunin and his friends voted, assigned to the GeneralCouncil great administrative powers. The illogicality ofthe Anarchists on this point can be explained by the factthat Bakunin believed the Council to be morerevolutionary than many of the sections. The powersgranted by this resolution were as follows:
"The General Council has the right to acceptsections into the International, or to refuseacceptance until the next general Congress. TheGeneral Council has also the right to close down orto dissolve old sections."In case of conflict between individual sections ofwhatever country, the General Council is appointedarbiter until the next Congress which alone has

authority to make a final decision."
In the course of three years, the Council abusedthese rights to such an extent that it aroused strongprotest on the part of many sections which wereprepared to abolish the General Council altogether.Some of them went even further; they denied the needfor any statutes in the organisation as a whole.Bakunin's reaction to this tendency is rather interesting.In a letter to Albert Richard, he remarked:

"You write, my dear friend, that you are an enemy ofall constitutions and you maintain that they are goodfor nothing but the diversion of children. I do notfully share your views on this point. Superfluousregimentation is loathsome indeed, and I believe, asyou do, that 'responsible people' must themselvesmark out a course for their behaviour and must notdeviate from it."However, let us agree on one thing. To assure someunity of action, in my view essential even among themost responsible of men who strive for one and thesame goal, certain conditions and certain specificrules, equally binding on all, are required. Theremust be agreements and understandings, frequentlyrenewed. Otherwise, if everyone were to act onlyaccording to his own judgment, even the mostearnest men could, and surely would, come to a pointwhen, with the best of intentions, they would actuallyhinder and paralyze each other. The result would bedisharmony instead of the harmony and calm towhich we all aspire. We must know how, when andwhere to find each other, and to whom to turn so thatwe may get the co-operation of all. A small unit, wellorganised, has greater value than one that is larger,but disorganised and ill-adapted."
Thus, on the issue of organisation, Bakunin and theAnarchists committed, and tolerated, an unforgivablemistake - a retreat from fundamental federalistprinciples. And the sad results were not slow in makingtheir appearance. This experience proves that one mustnot sacrifice fundamental principles even in theinterests of realising the best intentions.If we add to the exposition already given thedeclaration adopted by the Bakuninists when theyestablished the Federalist International at the Congressof St. Imier, a full account will have been given of theAnarchist movement in the days of the FirstInternational, both before and after the cleavage in thatorganisation.The text of this declaration will be quoted below.First, however, we should discuss the resolutions of theCongress. This is essential because the resolutions anddeclaration together form the program on which theAnarchists conducted their activities after the rift in theInternational and until the decline of its Federalistsection, i.e. until 1879 and a little beyond.The first resolution was concerned withorganisational principles. It stated that the autonomyand independence of labour federations and sectionswas a fundamental condition for the liberation of theworkers. Further, the resolution granted the Congressno lawgiving and executive rights, conceding anadvisory role only. The resolution also rejected the ideathat a minority must submit to the views of the majority.
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The second resolution maintained that, in case of anattempt upon the freedom of a federation or section bythe majority of any Congress, or by a General Councilestablished by that majority, all other federations andsections must declare themselves in solidarity with theattacked organisation.The fourth resolution dealt with the framework for"the resistance of labour," i.e. the economic struggle ofthe proletariat. This resolution postulated theimpossibility of achieving any substantial improvementin the living standards of the workers under Capitalism;it considered strikes important weapons in the struggle,but had no illusions about their economic results.Strikes, to the Federalists, were a means ofintensifying the cleavage between the bourgeoisie andthe proletariat. The third resolution, which I regard asthe Declaration. really represents the program of theorganisation, and for that reason it will be quoted in full.
"Whereas the attempt to force on the proletariat auniform political program and tactic, a single way tofull social liberation, is as absurd as the claims ofreaction; whereas no one has the authority to denythe autonomous federations and sections theirunquestionable right to decide independently and toemploy the political tactics they consider mostsuitable. and believing that any such attempts atdenial would lead tragically to the most outrageousdogmatism; whereas the aspirations of theproletariat can have no purpose but the constructionof unconditionally free economic organisations andfederations, based on equality and the labour of alland entirely independent of all political government;whereas these organisations and federations can bethe result only of the unflinching action of theproletariat itself, the trade unions of artisans and theautonomous communes; whereas every politicalorganisation can be the organ of domination for thebenefit of one class only, rather than for the massesas a whole, and whereas the proletariat, if it decidedto seize power, might itself become the ruling andexploiting class, the Congress, meeting at St. Imier,declares:

1. That the destruction of all political power is the firstobligation of the proletariat;2. That the creation of ostensibly temporary,revolutionary political power for the realisation ofsuch destruction can be only a new betrayal andwould prove as dangerous for the proletariat as allother governments existing at the present time;3. That, rejecting all compromise in the realisation ofthe social revolution, proletarians of all lands mustestablish the solidarity of revolutionary action freefrom all bourgeois politics."
With this resolution I am concluding my examinationand analysis of the Anarchist movement in its firstperiod. I trust that I have succeeded in emphasizing, notall, but the most significant positive and negativefeatures, achievements and failures of the movement inthe days of the First International. It is apparent that thegeneral character of the movement is very similar tothat current in contemporary Anarchism which hasdeveloped under the name of Anarcho-syndicalism.Many of its basic principles lay at the root of the so-

called Romance Syndicalism, which is undoubtedly theimmediate heir of the First International, although, ofcourse, it grew in different historic and economicconditions, which resulted in some inevitable differencesbetween these two tendencies in the labour movement.Almost simultaneously with the development in theWest of the International, an analogous movementemerged and unfolded at the opposite end of Europe, inRussia. It differed from the International in the sameway as the historical and economic conditions varied. InEurope, owing to the evolution of Capitalism, theproletariat was already an established fact. In Russia,however, the proletariat was then only in its infancy, andmany observers doubted whether Russia would developa proletarian class at all, since they saw the path ofeconomic development there as entirely different fromthat of Western Europe.Russia in those days was an enormous peasantocean, and for that reason the revolutionary elementsbased their activities primarily on the peasantry. Theygave the proletariat little thought. Similarly, politicalconditions differed sharply from those of WesternEurope. There political liberties already existed.Whereas in Russia, after the short lived "liberalism" ofAlexander II had come a dark, oppressive era of Asiaticdespotism. In addition, the peasants themselves hadonly a few years previously ceased to be actual serfs.In such circumstances, a revolutionary organisationemerged among young people who had originallybanded together in small cultural groups, and it wasthey who were responsible for the most magnificent andheroic epoch of the Russian revolutionary movement.This movement is known by the name of "Populism"(Narodichestvo - the movement of "going to the people"or "Zemlovolchistvo" - combining the words "Zemlya"(Land) and "Volya" (Liberty), the name of theirorganisation and publication, Land and Liberty. Later,the movement was also called "Narodnovolchistvo"(Populist Socialism).The history of this movement is complex andcolourful, but we unfortunately cannot dwell on it, sinceit would take us too far afield from the main theme. Forthat reason we shall restrict ourselves only to anexamination of the program and the tactical bases of themovement. In the beginning, two tendencies fought eachother within this movement - the Lavrovists and theBakuninists. But the struggle did not last long. TheBakuninists soon became the dominant element, andAnarchism became the program. It is this Anarchismthat we shall examine. This is not an easy task since, sofar, there exist no general reviews, no historicalresearches or summaries on this question. It is thereforenecessary to utilise scattered and fragmentary facts,memoirs and newspapers of that period.The first Anarchist organ in the Russian languagewas published in 1868, not in Russia, but abroad. Itsname was "Dielo Truda", and its editor was Bakunin.From its second issue, however, it fell into the hands ofNicholas Utin, and ceased henceforth to be Anarchist.Since this publication was not particularly important forthe Russian movement, which began its developmentseveral years later, we shall not discuss it. The firstRussian anarchist organ on Russian territory was themagazine "Natchalo" (Beginning) which ceasedpublication with its fourth issue. It was followed by thepublication "Zemlya i Volya" (Land and Liberty), which
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played a tremendously important part in the Russianrevolutionary movement, and this we shall discuss.All revolutionary activity in the seventies of the lastcentury was based on one - in my view - mistaken viewof the Russian people - an idea still held to this day bymany Anarchists. This idea was that Anarchisttendencies were natural to the Russian people. In thefirst issue of "Natchalo" we read: "The Russian people,because of specific historic conditions, are Anarchist-minded, they have not yet, as have other nations,adopted statist ideas and bourgeois instincts. Despitethe principle of private property, which is sanctified bylaw, they demand a general redistribution of land and,notwithstanding their age old Tartar yoke of state andfeudalism, they still dream of a life free and unfettered.Their philosophy of life is expressed and represented bythe formula 'Land and Liberty' - a formula that isfundamentally socialist."It was on this premise that the movement based itsentire program and its tactical efforts. Since the peoplecould expect nothing from the government, "they hadonly one escape from their serf-like destitute existence,violent overthrow of the existing order in the form of asocial revolution." The struggle of the Russian peoplewould expand into a whole series of revolts, both nowand in the future, and the Revolutionaries would decidetheir own attitude towards the revolts. There could, ofcourse, be no other attitude than, that of approval. Andthe logical conclusion was - to go among the people andarouse and prepare them for rebellion. Local outbreaks,multiplying and spreading, would grow into onetremendous rebellion - the social revolution which wouldmake possible the realisation of the following program:
1. The State based on privilege would be replaced byfederations established by means of the freeassociation of autonomous communes without anycoercion by a central authority.2. Land and the means of production are the propertyof the entire people.3. The workman is the only owner of the fruits of hislabour.4. The exchange of the latter to ensure equaldistribution is the duty of the federated villagecommunes and the Trade Unions.5. Complete social and political equality, unconditionalfreedom of conscience, speech, scientific research,association and meetings.

The Revolutionaries believed that the realisation ofthis program was within sight; events were movingquickly and Socialists must prepare themselves for thefuture. Like the Internationalist in Europe, whichconsidered the Trade Unions to be the economicorganisations which would take the place ofgovernment, the Russian populists put forward thevillage commune, the 'Obschtchina'. "The villagecommune," they said, "which, is a form of economicassociation evolved in the process of Russian history,contains within itself the seeds of the destruction of theState and the bourgeois world." Hence the demand for afederation of village communes.Revolutionary reality soon led to armed resistance tothe government, to terrorism; and the going to thepeople to disillusionment with the economic struggle

and the peasantry. Some revolutionaries, indeed, beganto push the social revolution into the background, whilethey emphasized constitutional demands.The same thing that had happened in theInternational was happening in Russia. The propositionof a political program and a tactic of political struggleled to a cleavage, which destroyed the entire movementdespite the brilliant and fascinating political fireworks towhich the party of "Narodnaya Volya" (The People's Will)gave expression in its titanic terrorist struggle. The splitoccurred in the middle of 1879, and by 1882 themovement was already crushed and strangled.
3. The Constructive Period of Anarchism

The first two periods in the development of Socialismand Anarchism - periods of "utopian" and "scientific"Socialism - were followed at the end of the NineteenthCentury by the era of constructive Socialism. Until thattime all attempts to consider the form of the futuresociety, and all questions related to its structure, hadbeen branded sarcastically as premature and Utopian.It is, however, worth noting that Bakunin himself hadbeen concerned with the problem of construction, in thebelief that one must not destroy the Old without havingat least a basic plan for the New. The principal factors inthe process of construction, in Bakunin's view, would bethe International of industrial communes, supplementedby agricultural associations.The advent of the Paris Commune forced people topay even more attention to the constructive aspects ofSocialism. And, during the entire period of its existence,the first International was at work clarifying the tasks ofthe future society. At its Brussels Congress in 1874, thedelegates discussed reports by the Jura Federation andby César De Paepe on "public services in the futuresociety". The report of César De Paepe embraced notonly all the issues formulated in the "Platform" - fiftyyears later - but also a number of others which aremissing in the "Platform", yet which should not beignored.Revolutionary Syndicalism was born at the end of theNineteenth Century. Its appearance in, the arena ofhistory marks a great victory for the constructivetendencies of Anarchism. A number of Anarchists, whohad been active in the Syndicalist movement, weldedtogether the futures of the two movements, and undertheir influence Syndicalism absorbed increasingly theideas of Anarchist Communism and Federalism, so thatit could no longer be called anything but Anarcho-syndicalism. For instance, the book by Pataud andPouget, "How to Achieve the Social Revolution", waswritten from the Anarchist viewpoint - an opinion,incidentally, verified by Peter Kropotkin's account ofbook. [1]From the beginning of the twentieth century, mostRussian Anarchist publications issued abroad - like"Bread and Freedom" (Khlieb i Volya) and the pamphletsconnected with it; like "The Stormy Petrel"(Burevestnik), "The World of Labour" (Rabotchi Mir),"The Voice of Labour" (Golos Truda) , paid a good deal ofattention to constructive Anarchism.With the Russian Revolution of 1917, problems ofconstruction began to dominate thought in Anarchistcircles not only in Russia, but everywhere else in theworld. The first among them to pursue the line of
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constructive Anarchism were the Anarcho-syndicalists.The pages of their publications ("Voice of Labour", "FreeVoice of Labour", "World of Labour" and others) werefilled with articles on this subject. They carried a boldcampaign against the chaotic, formless, disorganisedand indifferent attitude then rampant among theAnarchists - a standpoint which aroused a great deal ofhostility towards them.The first two conferences of the Anarcho-syndicalistsin 1918 set forth clearly and in considerable detail thepolitical and economic characteristics of the first stagesof the new social structure. [2] The "Northern RegionalCongress of Anarchists which met soon after the firstconference of the Anarcho-syndicalists, formulated itsown program on that subject. [3] And, the firstconference of "Anarchist Organisations in the Ukraine"(NABAT), which met in the interval between the first andsecond conferences of the Anarcho-syndicalists,considered all the points postulated almost ten yearslater in the "Platform' of 1927. [4] And in the same yearof 1918, "The First Central Soviet Technical School"issued a declaration covering the ground of thequestion's which are now still under discussion. Theconference of NABAT in 1919 again undertook theelaboration of organisational and structural questions.[5] And a proclamation of the "Anarcho-universalists" in1921 suggested answers to all fundamental problems ofconstruction and activities in the first structural period.[6] Apart from these collective efforts to solve theproblems of construction, individuals like PeterKropotkin attempted to visualize the future society.During 1918, in "Bread and freedom". Kropotkindescribed the character of a future city Commune, and,as a result of the experiences of the Russian Revolution,he raised a number of vital questions and theses new toAnarchists. [7] His statement "We are not so rich as wethought" takes Anarchism into the field of a"complementary idea", since the issue is no longer that"in destroying I shall create", but "in creating I shalldestroy". Moreover, Kropotkin's "Modern Anarchism"[8], was of equally great importance and provided astimulus to thought in the direction of constructiveplanning.This work of constructive planning, begun in Russia.soon spread over the frontiers and flooded the entireAnarchist world. The German Anarcho-syndicalists paidand continue to pay a great deal of attention to theproblems of construction. Their publication "DerSyndikalist" carried many articles discussing thecreative tasks of the Revolutionary proletariat. [9] Theconferences and meetings of the InternationalWorkingmen's Association concerned themselvesparticularly with organisational and structural problems.And at almost all the national conferences of theAnarcho-syndicalists, or Revolutionary Syndicalistorganisations in Western Europe, these questions werecontinually on the agenda. For instance, at the Berneconference called on September 16, 1922, tocommemorate the fiftieth anniversary of the Congress atSt. Imier, the following questions were debated:
1. How to defeat and destroy the old order.2. How to prevent the downfall of the Revolution as aresult of the creation of new authority.3. How to assure the continuance and reconstruction

of economic life. Bertoni, Malatesta, Fabbri andmany other comrades participated in thisdiscussion.
Then there were the efforts of the Russian Anarcho-syndicalists and Anarchists abroad. The "Rabotchi Put",published in Berlin, was devoted almost exclusively tothe issues of construction. In the pages of "GolosTruzhenika" (Voice of the Working Man), publication ofthe IRM, these issues were discussed both editoriallyand by contributing Anarchist comrades. The same istrue of the "Arbeiterfreund" (Friend of Labour),published in Paris.Many other publications were almost entirelyconcerned with finding solutions to the problems ofbuilding a new society after the social revolution. Therewere the journal "La Voix du Travail" (The Voice ofLabour) in Paris [10], "Syndicalisme", organ of theSyndicalist organisation of Sweden, under the editorshipof the Anarchist Albert Jensen, "Die Internationale",publication of the German Anarcho-syndicalists, editedby Augustin Souchy, the weekly, "La Protesta", of theArgentine Anarchists, and others, while it is of courseimpossible to enumerate the many individual articlescovering these problems.Such, then, was the temper of the times. The very airwas filled with ideas of an organisational andconstructive nature. And the "Platform" issued by "AGroup of Russian Anarchists Abroad" in 1927 wastherefore not a cause, but a result of the agitated stateof Anarchist minds. It is thus all the more surprising thatthis "Platform" should have been credited with all kindsof achievements for which it was not responsible. [11]

-------------------Notes:[1] Foreword to "Bread and Freedom" by Peter Kropotkin.[2] See "Instead of a Program", 1922, Berlin, Publications ofthe Foreign Bureau.[3] See "Resolutions", 1918, Publications of the Secretariat.[4] See "Declaration and Resolutions', 1922; Argentina."Resolutions of the first Congress 1919. publicationsNABAT.[5] See Declaration, 1918, publication of First CentralSovtech School.[6] See Declaration of the Moscow organisation of Anarcho-universalists, to the 8th Session of the Soviets, Moscow,1921.[7] See Kropotkin's foreword to "Bread and Freedom", 1919,Moscow, Publication "Golos truda".[8] See Labour's Path (Rabotchi Put).[9] See also the pamphlet by Rudolph Rocker and Barvota.[10] Organ of the MIR, later organ of the RevolutionarySyndicalist Confederation of labour in France.[11] Particularly interesting in this connection is an article byM. Korn in "Dielo Truda" (No. 29, 1928) extravagantlypraising the achievements of the "Platform". In theopinion of Comrade Korn, "the program has inspired ourgroups ..." In reality, of course, it was the inspiration inour groups which called forth the "Platform". Further,Comrade Korn believes that the "Platform": "raised anumber of fundamental questions..." Yet it was obviousthat all the questions - as well as many others - had beenformulated long before the "Platform's" proclamation.Continuing his extraordinary series of discoveries,Comrade Korn considers that the "Platform": "placedsquarely before every Anarchist the issue of responsibilityfor the fate of the movement in the sense of its practicalinfluence on the future path of events ..." It is not, of
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course, very difficult to raise questions without answeringthem. And even these questions had already been raisedby Anarcho-syndicalists in Russia and abroad at a timewhen the most imminent authors of the "Platform" wereeither indifferent to the issues involved or had only begunto learn, after their arrival abroad, the first lessons ofpersonal and collective responsibility to the movement.-------------------
4. The General Situation

The "Platform" was thus one of many products in theAnarchist world of the process of intellectualfermentation after the first World War, and in particularafter the Russian Revolution. It is, however, possible tostate at once that the crystallization of this process intoa "Platform" was of a rather formless kind. Both by itsmanner of stating the questions, and by its method ofsolving them, the "Platform" was incapable of providinga unifying leadership either for the Anarchist movementin general or for the Anarcho-communist groups inparticular. Even if one were to admit that the Anarcho-communists could have become united on such aprogram, the unity would have been broken on the veryfirst attempt to deal with the omissions in which the"Platform" abounds. For its constructive part is soprimitive that it attacks only such problems asproduction, food supply, land and the protection of theRevolution, and it ignores the problems oftransportation (particularly the free movement ofpeople), statistics, living conditions, religion, education,family, marriage, sanitary and hygienic services,forestry, roads and highways, shipping, crime andpunishment, labour and health insurance, and manyothers, including questions arising out of the generalsituation of a revolutionary country encircled byinternational capitalism.The "Platform" suffered from yet another importantfailing: confusion. To take one instance, the authors,realising the impossibility of the simultaneouscommunisations of industry and agriculture, and theretardedness of the latter in comparison with the former,drew no conclusions from this realisation and made noattempt to determine the relationship which must, ofnecessity arise between socialised industry and private-capitalist land management. Yet a good many problemsconcerning trade, finance, banks, etc. would developfrom this admitted co-existence.This confusion becomes even more apparent whenthe authors of the "Platform" declare: "It is significantthat, despite the power, logic and irrefutability of theAnarchist idea, despite the solidity and integrity ofAnarchist positions in the social revolution ... despite allthis the Anarchist movement has remained weak, and inthe history of the working class struggle it has been buta trivial fact, an incident, never a dominant factor."It is interesting to note that the incredible confusionand absurdity of this collection of principles andarguments went unnoticed by those Anarchistpublications which were primarily concerned with theproblems and arguments presented by the "Platform".Yet, even on first reading, the "truths" proclaimed by the"Platform" are transparent in their folly and their almostcomical inconsistencies. Let us classify these "truths"under their most important headings.

1. The Power of Anarchism. The symbol of power of asocio-political idea is the number of its adherents,the depth and extent of sympathy it commands.Accordingly, the power of an idea is indissolublybound with the strength of the movement servingthis idea. Where there is strength - there can be noweakness. If Anarchism is strong, then it is notweak. The authors of the "Platform". however,managed to maintain that Anarchism is both strongand weak, that water can at once be hot and cold!They confused vitality with power.2. The Irrefutability of Anarchism. No-one will denythat two and two make four. It is an accepted truth.Hence, the acceptance of an axiom implies generalagreement. Since, in the opinion of the "Platform",Anarchism is irrefutable, it is thus automaticallygenerally accepted. If so, it could never have beenjust a "trivial fact", as the "Platform" insists, but apowerful factor!3. Solidity of Anarchism. If the truth of Anarchism hasbeen demonstrated, its concepts must perforce bedefinitive and clear. Is it not then time to stopchastising Anarchism for "incessant vacillations inthe sphere of the most elementary questions oftheory and tactics"? If, however, these vacillationsare a fact, then Anarchism is as yet ambiguous andnot distinguished either by logic or clarity. Logicand vacillations are not consistent with each other.4. Integrity of Anarchist Positions in the SocialRevolution. Again this would contradict thesupposedly existing vacillations. If Anarchistpositions in the social Revolution are marked byboth integrity and solidity, then why all this hue andcry? And, on the other hand. how could "solidityand integrity" call forth not one, but severalprograms in which the Anarchist theses of socialRevolution are not identical and, in fact, often differsharply? But if the authors of the "Platform"express such deep anxiety over the need for anorganisation which might "determine a political andtactical course for Anarchism", it shows, indeed,their conviction that there does not yet exist full"solidarity and integrity" in the Anarchist program.Why, then, do they state the opposite?
The repudiation of logic and common sense in the"Platform" is no less significant than the pseudo truthsproclaimed by its authors, But all, contradictions andrepudiations have one common origin: ignorance of thehistory of our movement, or, more correctly, the notionthat the history of our movement was ushered in by the"Platform" ... and that chaos and ignorance reignedbefore its proclamation. To these self-proclaimed"pioneers", Anarchism in the days of the FirstInternational, when it had captured the labourmovements in a number of countries, was only a "trivialfact", an accidental episode. Anarchism in the Latincountries, where for long years the Anarchist viewpointprevailed, was but an incident, without any significance.Anarchism in those countries where the revolutionarySyndicalist organisations are well developed, directly orindirectly under the influence of Anarchist ideas, is notconsidered by the authors of the "Platform" aworthwhile factor in the growth of the labour movement... again, it is only a "trivial fact, an episode".This type of evaluation of all pre-"Platform"
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Anarchism is too narrow and ludicrous to be discussedat length. However painful it may be for the authors ofthe "Platform", the Anarchist movement existed longbefore they had made their appearance.
5. Diagnosis and Treatment

The "Group of Russian Anarchists Abroad" emergedin the role of physician to the ailing Anarchistmovement. None would dispute the fact that themovement was indeed suffering from "general chronicdisorganisation". All were agreed on the symptoms; butthere were considerable disagreements as to thefundamental causes of the ailment, as well as the cureswhich would logically follow a determination of thesecauses.
The authors of "Platform", for instance, considered anumber of causes, the most important of which was the"absence in the Anarchist world of organisationalprinciples and organisational relationships". Yet, in theintroduction to the "Platform", they pointed out that thisabsence was not itself a cause, but merely the result ofanother cause! They maintained that "disorganisationitself is rooted in distortions of an ideological nature, inthe falsified concept of the personal element inAnarchism and its identification [whose - Anarchism's orthat of the concept of the personal element?] withirresponsibility." When one attempts to unravel theunruly mass of syllogisms on cause and effect, theconclusion is inevitable, deriving as it does from theposition of the "Platform" itself, that the most importantreasons for the disorganisation in the Anarchistmovement are the "distortions of an ideological nature".This conclusion, however, turns out to be quiteinconclusive, for the "Platform" also maintains that inAnarchism there are "incessant vacillations in the mostimportant questions of theory and tactics." If that istrue, how then can any kind of "organisation" or"organisational relationship" be expected? They onlybecome possible when the vacillations have ceased or, atleast, when they have ceased to act on a large (or even"incessant") scale.Unraveling further the theses of the "Platform", wecome to the logical conclusion that the real cause of "thegeneral chronic disorganisation" is indeed the"vacillations in the most important questions of theoryand tactics", and that all other failings are no more thanconsequences of this cause. It may be that the authors ofthe "Platform" had intended somewhat different results.But, having been caught in the labyrinth ofcontradictions where cause and effect become confused,they concluded with a hotchpotch of words that caninspire little serious attention.And if, in turn, the "several Russian Anarchists" hadattempted in their "Reply" to conduct a really seriousanalysis of the causes of the deficiencies in theAnarchist movement, then they would not have rushedin with their declaration of "disagreement" with theconclusions of the "Platform". For, in the final analysis,we find that the fundamental failing indicated by the"Platform", namely "the incessant vacillations in themost important questions of theory and tactics", is alsobrought forward by the "Reply", "Obscurity in a numberof our fundamental ideas," is the way the authors of the"Reply" express it. The difference is in formulation, not

in essence. For, if in Anarchism there are indeed"vacillations" or "obscurity", then surely neitherprogram, tactics nor organisation can be erected onsuch insecure foundations. Yet, while the "Platform"simply ignores the vacillations and attempts to build onthe shaky foundations, the "Reply" believes morelogically that the "establishment of a serious programand organisation is impossible without first achievingthe liquidation of theoretical vacillations." (Page 5).In addition to the "obscurity of our fundamentalideas", the "Reply" lists a number of other reasons forthe deficiencies in the Anarchist movement, "Difficultyof gaining acceptance for Anarchist ideas incontemporary society", "the intellectual level of thepresent-day masses", "cruelty and total repression","conscious Anarchist rejection of demagoguery","refusal by Anarchists to use artificially-erectedorganisations and to impose artificial discipline".We agree that the deficiencies in the Anarchistmovement may be caused by the above-mentioned"fundamental" causes. The first three, however, areexternal factors; they function outside the movementand can only temporarily retard its growth. But it seemshardly possible that there are greater difficulties todayin the path of disseminating our ideas than, say, fiftyyears ago. It is equally difficult to believe that the"intellectual level of the present-day masses" can belower than in "pre-war" time; on the contrary, it seemscertain that the intellectual level of the masses has risenconsiderably in comparison with the past. Or can it bethat the authors of the "Reply" believe Anarchism to bemore easily acceptable by the backward masses?Generally speaking, in any case, all these factors reactequally on other Socialist ideologies, and yet amongthem the picture is different from that in our movement.The same can be said about "repression". There wererepressions in earlier days as well, and they were usednot only against the Anarchists. The German Anarcho-syndicalists always walked a path of thorns, particularlyduring the war, yet today they are incomparablystronger than they were before the war. It is strange tomaintain that a struggle fought by a consciousrevolutionary movement and necessarily evokingrepression should now be considered a reason for theweakness of the movement.To consider the "rejection of demagoguery" a causeof weakness is to admit indirectly, that demagoguery is areal source of power. And if the "Reply" considers the"conscious rejection of demagoguery" a source ofweakness, then indeed there can be only one conclusion:to turn to demagoguery and thus become strong. It isnow however known generally that, thoughdemagoguery may assure temporary successes, it hasnever yet assured permanent power for those who useit. On the contrary, the final result has always beentragic. The Bolshevik experience on this score should beconclusive enough. And even in the Anarchist movementitself, the "conscious rejection of demagoguery" has notalways been predominant. The Gordin manifestoes inthe years 1917-18 are an interesting example ofdemagoguery. The article "Social Democracy in theViennese Events" (Dielo Truda No. 28) also confutes thestatement of the "Reply".And as for the last cause of the weakness of themovement suggested by the "Reply", namely, the"refusal by Anarchists to use artificially erected
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organisations and to impose artificial discipline," surelythe authors of the "Reply" could not have realised whatthey were saying. Did they not themselves maintain thatall artificial methods resulted only "in the temporarystrength of political parties", a force "futile insubstance?" Should the Anarchist movement, then, denyits own rejection, based on principle, and try to becomestrong in this manner? But if such artificial means areonly "temporary" and "futile in substance", then theirrejection should not be considered a source ofweakness. Whence all this confusion?Thus the conclusion is inevitable that, of all thecauses advanced by the "Reply", only one remains intact- the same as that suggested by the "Platform" -"obscurity in a number of our fundamental ideas".
6. On the Weakness of the Movement

To maintain, after Bakunin and Kropotkin, thatAnarchist ideas are obscure is, to say the least, naive. Ifthe authors of the "Platform" and the "Reply" hadchastised the vacillations of individual Anarchists orindividual obscure Anarchist minds, one could haveagreed with them. But it is impossible - by the expedientprocess of shifting the burden from sick on to healthyshoulders - to claim obscurity for fundamental Anarchistideas.What ideas does the "Reply" consider obscure?Firstly there is the Conception of Social Revolution.Yet we need only turn to Bakunin to find in his writings aperfectly clear and definitive exposition of the meaningof Social Revolution, its manifestations and the road itmust travel. Whoever has read his formulations, can nolonger speak of obscurity in the Anarchist "conception ofthe Social Revolution". Similarly, Bakunin provided uswith a terse interpretation of the problem of violence,the forms it can take, its use and its limitations.Even more conclusive is the existing evidence thatthere was no obscurity in the Anarchist conception ofDictatorship, as claimed by the "Reply". In fact this issuewas clarified particularly by the debates betweenBakunin and Marx: and the reader might do well to takeup the works of Bakunin, particularly his essays on "TheState and Anarchy", as well as "The Knouto-GermanicEmpire and the Social Revolution". Bakunin also wroteat great length on the question of "The Creativity ofMasses and of Organisations". [1]The only aspect of the problem that remainedunclarified was how to proceed during the "TransitionPeriod". It is true that this question has not yet beensettled in Anarchist thought, even though Bakuninhimself had recognised its importance. But it is not partof the theoretical program of Anarchism. It is, rather, atechnical, methodological question connected with thepractical procedures to be utilised in the establishmentof Anarchist Communism.Thus, we are forced to conclude that the reasons forthe weakness of the Anarchist movement and for itsdisorganised condition are neither the "obscurity in anumber of our fundamental ideas" on which the "Reply"insists, nor the "incessant vacillations in the mostimportant questions of theory and tactics", nor the"distortions of an ideological nature" as the "Platform"maintains.The weakness of the movement, in short, is not theresult of the theoretical ambiguity of Anarchism as a

socio-political and philosophical theory. The causes haveto be sought on another level altogether; they havenothing in common with the fundamental concepts ofAnarchism. • • •Socialism, like Anarchism, passed through a phase ofuncertainty, division and formlessness. That was duringa period when its protagonists strove, as the authors ofthe "Platform" now do, for complete unity and uniformityin program and tactics. When such general uniformityproved impossible and even dangerous, there began aprocess of disintegration and a breakup of Socialism intodifferent factions. Separate parties emerged, withdivergent theories, tactics and activities. And thatmoment ushered in the evolution of Socialism as a realforce in the practical realisation of its ideals.It is our deep conviction that Anarchism, too, mustundergo a similar evolution. The uniformity for whichboth the "Platform" and the "Reply" strive, each in itsown way, is not possible. The result would not beAnarchism, but Anachronism.The process of the division of Anarchism into factionshas been slow. Sufficient time has not yet elapsed for thevarious sections to crystallize into large and well-definedcollective units. Such is the case with Anarcho-communism, which has already split into Anarcho-communism and Anarcho-syndicalism. We excludediscussion here of Anarcho-individualism, which is atypically bourgeois philosophy and is therefore beyondour purview.An example of logical unification is the InternationalWorkingmen's Association - the Anarcho-syndicalistInternational which became possible after the formationin individual countries of homogenous nationalorganisations based on the fundamental theoretical andtactical concepts of Anarchism. All organisations, onjoining the International Working Men's Association,accepted the program and the principles of the Anarcho-Syndicalist International, but at the same time itsfederalist concept gave each individual organisation theopportunity to develop its own program, in conformitywith the situation in the country concerned. For theAnarchist movement to live and grow this must remainthe guiding principle of organisation.One of the reasons for the weakness of the Anarchistmovement is to be found, therefore, in the stilluncompleted process of the division of Anarchism intoclearly defined fractions, groups or "parties". If thisseems paradoxical, it is nevertheless a reality.The second reason for the weakness of the Anarchistmovement is its inability to adapt itself to the realities oflife, which limits its activities exclusively to propaganda.Such an activity can occupy only a few people, for themajority, particularly the rank-and-file members, soonlose interest in pure propaganda. It degenerates intodialectics, into the constant repetition of formulae, orelse into apathy, disillusionment and, finally, defection.Man requires contact with reality; he cannot existlong in mid air. This natural need for activity drivesdynamic men to all kinds of deformed "practical"activities; to bomb-throwing in France or unmotivatedterror and expropriation in Russia. And how does therank-and-file Anarchist keep active? He rejects theParliamentary struggle; he rejects participation inmunicipal affairs. For many comrades the Trade Unionsare not sufficiently revolutionary since they concern
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themselves with petty fights, and are therefore a dangerto Anarchist "purity", while in the Co-operatives thesecomrades see a bourgeois institution with exploitativetendencies. And all the time the Anarchist groupsremain small. The Anarchist must perforce act within a"Torricellian vacuum"; he must be satisfied with volubledebates, with the distribution of pamphlets, newspapersand leaflets; he must keep silent on daily issues - andkeep his eyes, while rejecting the world about him, onthe final goal towards which the path is still only anabstract concept. Indeed, wherever the larger massesthink in concrete terms, Anarchists seem bent oninstilling abstractions into them.What is missing in our movement is a basis ofrealism, the ability to adjust theory to the practicalneeds of the workers. That lack, however, is being metby the Syndicalist fractions of Anarchism. Anarcho-syndicalism has expanded the sphere of activity of itsmembers; it has established institutions concerned withthe material struggle and with everyday activities. Thatis the explanation for its success in comparison withAnarcho-communism, in all the countries where it hastaken root. And if Anarcho-syndicalism will continue toextend the horizons of public activity for its members, tocreate more of its own institutions, then its success willgrow in the same measure.
-------------------[1] Collection of essays by Bakunin published by theAnarcho-syndicalist Publishing House, "Golos Truda",Moscow (five volumes).-------------------

7. The Theory
The theoretical section of the "Platform" containsnothing original. Despite the "incessant vacillations" andthe "distortions of an ideological nature", the authors ofthe "Platform" present the same theory of Anarchismwith the single difference that a number of "distortionsof an ideological nature" are introduced by the authorsthemselves.Thus, under the heading The Class Struggle, its Roleand Significance, they say that "in the history of humansocieties the class struggle has always proved the mainfactor in determining their form and structure." (page7). This is a generally accepted truth - only the otherway round! It is not the class struggle which determinesthe form of a society, but the economic structure of asociety which determines the form of its class struggle.Society is not the result of a class struggle, but theopposite: the class struggle is the result of the economicstructure of society. Accordingly, the other assertion bythe authors of the "Platform" that the "socio-politicalstructure of every country is first of all the product ofthe class struggle" (page 8) sounds rather ridiculous,since - even though the class struggle influences thestructure of society - it certainly does not determine it.This theoretical folly, besides misrepresenting Anarchistphilosophy, brings the authors of the "Platform" to a newabsurdity when they talk of the "universal significance ofthe class struggle in the life of class societies" (page 8) -a statement doubtless motivated by a desire to definetheir opposition to those tendencies in Anarchism whichreject or minimize the class struggle.If, in actual fact, the class struggle were universal,

then it would undoubtedly have been not merely themost vital, but the only factor in the evolution of society.Anarchism does not admit such a monistic principle. Theclass struggle influences many aspects of life incontemporary society, but this does not mean that it hasthe universal significance ascribed to it by the"Platform".The authors of the "Platform", indeed, juggle ratherfoolishly with this phrase, "the class struggle". Thus, onpage 9, they declare triumphantly that "the classstruggle, springing out of serfdom and the age-olddesire of the working people for liberty, imbued theranks of the oppressed with the ideal of Anarchism".Previously it had always been understood that the classstruggle was the result of the unequal distribution ofmaterial wealth which arose from the capitalisteconomic system; serfdom and the desire for liberty arecertainly not responsible for a phenomenon of suchcomparatively recent appearance as the class struggle.But the authors of the "Platform" do not take intoconsideration either the historical facts of socialevolution or the anarchist theory as stated by Bakunin,Kropotkin and their followers.Furthermore, the "revisions" which the Platformproposes are difficult to reconcile with logic. Thus,under the heading "The necessity for ViolentRevolution", we find the following statement: "Progressin modern society, namely, the technical development ofcapital and the perfection of its political system,strengthens the position of the ruling classes and makesthe struggle against them more difficult. Thus progresspostpones the decisive moment for the liberation oflabour" (page 8). Such an obviously foolish statementshould logically have forced the authors of these originalthoughts to change the heading of this chapter to: "TheNecessity for the Violent Halt of Progress in ModernSociety." For their contention is that, if progresscontinues, the time for the liberation of labour isautomatically pushed farther and farther away. Andsince the liberation of labour is our goal, we must doaway with progress.Kropotkin viewed the connection between progressand the struggle for liberation in an entirely differentlight. Analysing the life of society, he found that, withprogress-technical, spiritual and otherwise -communistic habits arise among men and liberty istherefore brought nearer. But it would apparently bewrong to seek in Kropotkin an explanation of thecontradictions and absurdities of the "Platformists", whoappear to believe that the realisation of Anarchism isclosely bound with a return to the most primitive socialeconomy. We should like to suggest to these authors thatthey write off the technically developed countries andmove - with their "Platform" as baggage - to Abyssiniaand Baluchistan.The theoretical lapses of these half-bakedphilosophers of Anarchism are not absent from theirother chapters. When they define Anarchism itself(chapter entitled "Anarchism and AnarchistCommunism"), the authors of the "Platform" see in it theaspiration to "transform the present bourgeois capitalistsociety into one which would assure to the workingpeople their freedom, independence, social and politicalequality and the fruits of their labour" (page 9). Here theauthors introduce another "revision" into thefundamental concepts of Anarchist Communism,
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replacing the principle "to each according to his needs"by a new slogan - "to each according to his labour." Whythis substitution? For, if society assures the working manonly the fruits of his labour and not the satisfaction ofhis needs, then inequality will remain. One man mayproduce more than he needs and hoard his surplus,while another may not be capable of producing enoughfor his maintenance. Once again there would be the rich,owning capital, and the poor who have less than theminimum required for life. The result would be the sameeconomic inequality as we know today. And, whereverthere is inequality, there can be no talk of freedom, ofindependence, of social and political equality. Indeed,none of these can possibly result from the slogan "toeach according to his labour". And even though theauthors of the "Platform" call Anarcho-communist thesociety they would erect on the principles they propose,it would in reality be neither Anarchist nor Communist.To be sure, they conclude the above-mentionedchapter with the elementary truth that the goal ofAnarchist Communism is actually "from each accordingto his ability, to each according to his needs." But theyinterpret this truth "in their own way", meaning,assurance to the working man of "the fruits of hislabour." To equate these two propositions - that again isproof of ignorance of the fundamental tenets ofAnarchism.But to continue. The chapter "Rejection ofDemocracy" opens with the following categoricalimperative: "Democracy is one of the forms of bourgeoiscapitalist society" (page 11). It is obvious that theauthors of the "Platform" have lumped togethercontemporary parliamentary democracy and democracyas such. Anarchism is, in the final analysis, nothing butdemocracy in its purest and most extreme form. Yet thePlatformists categorically reject democracy, withoutunderstanding either its nature or its substance. Theystate, for instance, that "democracy leaves untouchedthe principle of private property". Present daydemocracy? Yes. Anarchist democracy? Of course not. Itis essential to determine the true character ofdemocracy in contrast to its perversions - a processwhich is completely ignored by the authors of the"Platform", as a result, once again, of their chronicignorance.We shall not dwell on the less important "revisions"of these confused "theoreticians". There are too many,and it would be boring to list them all. Let us turninstead to the process by which the authors of the"Platform" claim to put into practice their fundamentaltheoretical principles. But, before doing so, it might beuseful to point out that the comrades who wrote andsigned the "Reply of some Russian Anarchists to theOrganisational Platform" believed that their ownattitude towards Social Revolution "does not differ fromthe brief expression of viewpoint in the "Platform" , andthat such chapters of the "Platform" as "Anarchism andAnarchist Communism", "Rejection of Democracy","Rejection of State and Authority", "which are no morethan extremely concise summaries of Anarchist conceptsthat have long been established and clarified, do notarouse any substantial objections on our part".We take cognizance of this frank admission by theauthors of the "Reply". The level of ignorance in ourranks is evidently lower than we had assumed!

8. The Party, The Individual and the Masses
The "General Association of Anarchists," the"Ideological Collective" whose need is stressed by the"Platform", appears in the final analysis, and particularlyin view of supplementary explanations which werepublished in the pages of "Dielo Truda", to be nothingelse than an Anarchist Party - and quite a centralizedParty at that. The role of this Anarchist Party, whichincidentally does not differ greatly in the question ofleadership from the Bolshevik Party, is disguised in the"Platform" under the concept of "ideological leadership."There is nothing anti-Anarchist in a "Party"organisation as such. Both Bakunin and Kropotkin spokefrequently of the need for organising an Anarchist Party,and to this day the organisation of the ScandinavianAnarchists is known as a Party. Party does notnecessarily mean power, or the ambition to run theState. The issue is not in the name, but in its content, inthe organisational structure of the Party, in theprinciples on which it is founded.What goal does the "Platform" place before theRussian Anarcho-communist Party? The realisation of anAnarcho-communist society. And that, without a doubt,is Anarchism to the full. But what organisationalprinciples are laid down to determine the relationshipbetween individual members and the Party as a whole,between the Party and the masses, and massorganisations in particular?The "Platform" declares unequivocally that the mainprinciple is that of Federalism (page 30). But, as the"Reply" correctly points out, "the authors of the'Platform' too frequently resort to Parliamentaryinterpretations for a number of fundamental Anarchistprinciples which, as a result of these interpretations,retain only the external shell, hiding an entirely differentcontent". And these parliamentary interpretationsemphasize the centralized character of the "Platform's"Federalism. Nothing, indeed, remains of Federalism butthe title in this democratic centralism which would becharacteristic of any other political Party. [1]The "Platform" states the generally known fact that"Anarchism has always advanced and defendedFederalism, which combines the independence ofpersons and organisations with their initiative andservice in the common cause" (page 30). However, whenthe "Platform" is obliged to determine the "federalistcharacter of the Anarchist organisation", it transpiresthat it is demonstrated not by the autonomy of groupsand group associations, but only by an "assurance foreach member of the organisation ... of independence,the right to vote, personal freedom and initiative" (page31).It seems, then, that the Anarcho-communist Partywould desist from jailing anyone who joined it! Theprerogatives, obviously, are very enticing. And, in fact,the members of the Organisation are given a chance atinitiative - but apparently only members, not groups orassociations. Yet even this initiative has a specialcharacter - the "Platformist" character. Eachorganisation (i.e. association of members with the rightto individual initiative) has its secretariat which fulfilsand directs the ideological, political and technicalactivities of the organisation ("Platform", page 31). Inwhat, then, consist the self reliant activities of the rankand-file members? Apparently in one thing: initiative to
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obey the Secretariat and to carry out its directives.Moving up the ,hierarchical ladder, "for the co-ordination of the activities of all organisations," (i.e. allthe secretariats), "a special organ known as theExecutive Committee of the Organisation," is to beestablished.What is the task of this Committee? ''The ideologicaland organisational guidance of the activities of theassociations in accordance with the common ideologyand common tactics of the Association" (page 31).Where, in this plan, does autonomy appear? ManyWestern European patriotic Parties are based on a fargreater freedom for their component sections than theprojected Anarcho-communist Party, which seems to relyexclusively on the activities of a bureaucraticsecretariat.In his oppositionist program, the Bolshevik Sapronov,while speaking of the structure of the Communist Party,described it as follows: ''The cell is subordinate to thesecretary; the secretaries of the cells are subordinate tothe secretary of the Party Committee, in whose hands isthe control of the Committee. The secretaries of localCommittees are subordinated to the General Secretaryto whom, in fact, the Central Committee is responsible."The reader will have little difficulty in perceiving thatthe Party structure of the Russian Bolsheviks and that ofthe small handful of Russian Anarchist-communistsabroad are in fact the same. There is no doubt that theresults would also be the same. If, according to thestatements of the "Sapronovites", the RussianCommunist Party "is at present more than ever dividedinto the 'leaders' who are intimately linked with theapparatus, and the 'ranks' who have been deprived of allParty rights", then the same development wouldinevitably take place in any other Party, including theRussian Anarcho-communist Party, if it were constructedon the principle of the "apparatus".What, then, will be the relationship of this Anarcho-communist Party, which grants personal freedom to itsmembers, to mass manifestations? The authors of the"Platform" believe, firstly, that the masses are incapableof "maintaining the direction of the Revolution", despitethe fact that they have "joined in social movements andlive by profoundly Anarchist tendencies and slogans,"because "these tendencies and slogans are fragmentary,unassembled into a specific system and lacking in anorganised directive force ... This directive force can befound only in an ideological collective, specificallyidentified as such by the masses [too much emphasis, itseems, is put on ideology and organisation!]. Such acollective will be the organised Anarchist groups [whynot the groups of the masses themselves who, accordingto this theory, live by 'profoundly Anarchist tendenciesand slogans?'] and the organised Anarchist movement[i.e. the Party]." The Anarcho-communist Association(i.e. the Party) "will have to provide initiative andparticipate fully in every phase of the social revolution ..." The Anarchists (i.e. Party) will have to give preciseanswers to all questions, to link the solution of thesequestions to the general ideas of Anarchism, and to useall their energy in realising them. In this way, theGeneral Association of Anarchists (i.e. the Party) and theAnarchist movement "would be fulfilling their completeideological guiding role in the Social Revolution" (page16).

It is inevitable that he who accepts the principle offull participation in all phases of the social Revolution,and who is bent on the fulfillment of this ideal, cannot -and will not - limit himself to ideological guidance. Bythe force of circumstances he will be obliged toadminister every kind of practical activity as well. It isuseless to blind oneself or other people to this fact: the"Platform" places its Party on the same height as theBolsheviks do, i.e. it places the interests of the Partyabove the interests of the masses, since the Party hasthe monopoly of understanding these interests. ThisBolshevik-type attitude is revealed even more clearly inthe relationship of the "Platform" to Syndicalism.
-------------------Notes:[1] See, concerning these "Interpretations", the answers ofthe "Platformists" to the questions put them by M. Korn("Dielo Truda" No. 18). the article by G. Graf ("DieloTruda, No's 22-24) and the "Reply" ("Dielo Truda") No.28) professing amazement on the part of the authors ofthe "Platform" that no-one understands them.-------------------

9. The Party and the Trade Unions
The new Anarchist evangelists begin history withthemselves. Until they appeared in the arena, there wasonly chaos and no solid ground. "We consider the entireperiod previous to our own day, when Anarchists joinedin the movement of revolutionary Syndicalism asindividual workers and preachers, as a time of primitiveattitudes to the Trade Union Movement" (page 19). Thisis seriously stated when the second InternationalWorking Men's Association is already in existence,uniting hundreds of thousands of revolutionary andAnarcho-syndicalist workers in all the countries ofEurope and America.But how does the "Platform" itself express its non-primitive relationship to the Trade Union movement?The answer is simple; it is a typically Bolshevik attitude,of the kind which has been fought by the entireinternational Syndicalist and Anarcho-syndicalistmovement ever since the establishment of theComintern.The Bolsheviks strive for the Bolshevization of theTrade Union movement. The "Platformists" strive for itsAnarchization. Both consider this possible through theinevitable connection between the Trade Unionmovement and the organisation of the Anarchist (for theBolsheviks - the Bolshevik) forces outside thatmovement, i.e. the Party. Both are convinced that "onlyby the existence of this connection is it possible toprevent in it [i.e. in revolutionary Syndicalism] adevelopment of tendencies towards opportunism." Theythus believe that the Trade Unions must be under theguardianship of the Party, which itself can apparentlynever become opportunistic, but will always remainrevolutionary. The "Platformists" have evidently not yetlearned that the fate of all political parties is to becomeopportunistic.The Bolsheviks and the "Platformists" both advocateidentical methods for conquering the Trade Unions; i.e.cells within the Trade Unions, whose activities aresubordinated to an outside organisation of the party."Anarchist groups in industrial plants, attempting the
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creation of Anarchist syndicates, struggling in therevolutionary syndicates for the preponderance andideological [only ideological?] guidance of Anarchistthought, directed in their activities by the generalAnarchist Association [read Party] to which they belong -that is the real meaning and form of Anarchist relationswith revolutionary syndicalism and the Trade Unionmovement" (page 20). It is not clear why this meaningand "form" should be called Anarchist, when everyworker, even today, knows full well that they are reallyBolshevik! In confirmation, one has only to add thefollowing extract:"We must come into the Trade Union movement asan organized force [i.e. Party], be responsible to thegeneral Anarchist organisation [i.e. to the Party, NOTTHE TRADE UNION] for the work done in thesyndicates, and be controlled by this organisation" (page20).The reader will have little difficulty in perceiving thatall this was copied from the Bolshevik program. And inraising the question of the relationship between theAnarchist Association and the Syndicates [1], theauthors of the "Platform" replied in no less Bolshevikstrains: "To join the Unions in an organised way meansto join them with a definite ideology, with a definite planof action, which all Anarchists, working in theSyndicates, must strictly conform to."In other words, Anarchists are to join the TradeUnions with readymade recipes and are to carry outtheir plans, if necessary, against the will of the Unionsthemselves. Once again, this is a faithful copy ofBolshevik tactics; the Party is a hegemony, the TradeUnion is subordinated to the organisation. As for thecontention that the future Anarcho-syndicalist Partywould limit itself to ideological guidance, we must neverforget that behind ideas there stands a living reality -the men who represent these ideas. Thus, ideologicalguidance will always develop a physical and concreteform. There are several such forms; we will point out themain ones. The Party form, which can vary, like states,from monarchy and unlimited dictatorship to a broadrepresentative democracy. The Federative Form,adopted fully by the second International Working Men'sAssociation, i.e. the International of revolutionaryAnarcho-syndicalists: this form is the sketch of thefuture society which, from the first day of the socialRevolution, would be filled in with solid detail. The"Platformists" chose the first form. They went in adirection which, after our experience of the BolshevikParty, should have been rejected by all.The authors of the "Reply", on the other hand, wentto the opposite extreme: they ignored completely thequestion of guidance and thus put themselves in anunnatural position, in which no-one can remain for anylength of time. "Anarchists everywhere must be fellowworkers and comrades to the masses and theRevolution, but nothing more." (Reply, page 16). This, inits turn, is too naive and childish an interpretation of therole of Anarchism. If one shies away from all guidance inaction and struggle, for fear of standing out from thegeneral mass of the people, and is satisfied always withequality on the level of mediocrity, then logically itwould be better not to mingle with the masses at all, butto wait until these masses - all together, as a "mass" -ask for help. And nothing less than the "all together" willdo, for, according to the authors of the "Reply", an

impassable gulf exists between the masses and theindividual; the relations between the masses, whichseem to be regarded as some kind of monolithic body,and the individual are established in such a way that hewho stands out, whoever he may be, commits a crime."We do not charge the Anarchists with the mission ofguiding the masses, but believe that their calling is tohelp the masses, insofar as the latter are in need of suchhelp," say the authors of the "Reply" (page 13). Theseare empty words, pleasing to all those who have neverbeen able to show any sign of initiative. For it is clear,after all, that the '''masses'' will never ask anyone forhelp. One must go into the masses oneself, work withthem, struggle for their soul, and attempt to win itideologically and give it guidance.Indeed, the authors of the "Reply" themselvesinvoluntarily reach the conclusion of the necessity forAnarchist work among the masses without waiting fortheir call to help. "In mass organisations of a socio-economic character, the Anarchists - as part of themasses - will work, build and create together with thelatter. A tremendous field of direct ideological and socialcreative activity opens up for them here and they mustdo this work in comradely fashion, without placingthemselves into positions above other members of thefree masses."All this is said so kindly that one must search withtenderness for the unknown and non-existent "masses"painted by the authors of the "Reply". Obviouslyaccustomed to viewing Anarchism in an abstractmanner, they continue to look at everything else in thesame way. To them the "masses" are of some uniform,chemically pure and benevolent substance. Such massesare nowhere to be found. The "masses" are too variedand different to be assessed according to some easy andsuperficial formula. While working in their midst, it isinevitable that some men will rise above them; in fact,the "masses" themselves elevate their leaders, and notbecause of their passivity. The Anarchists, however, mustlimit themselves to "free and natural ideological andmoral influence on their environment." But if they didthat, they would inevitably - if they were successful intheir work - become the leaders of the "surroundingenvironment", i.e. the "masses", in free, natural,ideological and moral leadership.The question is not the rejection of leadership, butmaking certain that it is free and natural. Even in anAnarchist society, the "masses" will always be led by"one or other political ideological group". But this doesnot mean, as the authors of the"Reply" believe, that themasses might he unable to act freely and creativelyunder favourable conditions.
-------------------[1] See article by M. Korn, "Dielo Truda", No. 18.-------------------

10. The Transition Period
One of the painful questions among Anarchists is thatof the "Transition Period". The authors of the "Platform"also considered it and declared that it is a "definitephase in the life of a people characterized by thebreakup of the old structure and the establishment of anew economic and political system which, however, doesnot yet involve the full liberation of the working people"
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(p. 17). In view of this attitude, the "Platform" passesover this Transition Period as a non-Anarchistphenomenon. It is non-Anarchist because it is "not theAnarchist society which will emerge as a result of thesocial Revolution, but some 'X', still containing elementsand remnants of the old Capitalist system". (page 17).What elements are these? ''The principle of Stateenforcement; private property in tools and means ofproduction, the hiring of labour, etc." Instead of all theseevils, the "Platform" insists on a perfect socialRevolution which would establish with one blow a socialorder containing no sign of the survival of elements fromthe old society.Are there actually people in our ranks who regardsuch a vision as practical? We, for one, consider itentirely impossible. The authors of the "Platform"themselves continue, with their habit of saying one thingand meaning another, that "the Anarcho-communistsociety in its final stage will not be established by theforce of a social upheaval alone" (page 21). The logicalassumption from this statement would be that, for thefinal formation of the Anarcho-communist society, acertain period of time is needed, i.e. a Transition Period.And the "Platform" declares this directly: "Its realisation(society's) will present a more or less lengthy social-revolutionary process, directed by the organised forcesof victorious labour along definite lines." (page 21).A process is a function of time, and the time duringwhich this process continues "is a transitional time",characterized by a series of concrete tasks designed tohelp the new society approach its ideal architecturalperfection, and to imbue it with Anarchist life. Theseconcrete tasks - even those proposed by the "Platform" -again assert the inevitability of a transitional period,which was proposed by the Russian Anarcho-syndicalistsas far back as 1918."Only the workshop of producers," the "Platform"says, "belonging in its entirety to all working people andto none individually ... The products form a commonfood fund for the workers, from which each participantin the new industry will receive all his necessities on thebasis of full equality. The new system of production willdestroy completely the concepts of hiring andexploitation ... There will be no bosses ... This is the firstpractical step towards the realisation of AnarchistCommunism" (pages 22-23). And they call that the "firststep"! The authors of the "Platform" evidently confusethe ninth month of pregnancy with the first. Theythemselves had already stated that the principle "toeach according to his needs" would be preceded by aconcept of expediency - once again a transitionalmeasure.The "Platform" failed completely in the question ofsolving the agrarian problem. In industry it proposedCommunism, and in agriculture an individual economywith rights of ownership to the products of the economy;in other words, the need for an exchange of goods withthe city would continue until the great masses of thepeasantry embraced Communism in production anddistribution.Again, this process is perforce lengthy; a number ofmeasures will have to be taken to speed the process.The objections of the "Platform" and other Anarchists tothe Transitional period are a tribute which our comradespay to the relics of those days when Anarchists thoughtlittle, if at all, about the nature, meaning and process of

social upheavals. But as soon as Anarchists descendedfrom the cloudy heights to the sinful, practical,materialistic earth, they had, willy nilly, to be in favourof the Transitional period. And those who continue tospeak and write against it do this only to clear theirhardened consciences.
11. The Constructive Program of the"Platform"

The constructive section of the "Platform" isdistinguished by its primitiveness. The construction ofthe new Anarchist society is limited to production andconsumption, as if social organisation could be reducedto these functions alone. Such a backward conception,borrowed from the infancy of revolutionary Syndicalism,is an evidence of the inability of the authors of the"Platform" to come to grips with a truly constructiveprogram.Revolutionary Syndicalism, known today as Anarcho-syndicalism, has long since advanced - primarily underthe influence of the experiences in Russia - from such asimplified outlook on the construction of the futuresociety. Yet the Group of Russian Anarchists Abroad,who conceived the "Platform", now expound thisprimitivism as something new. However, let us see howthe "Platform" attempted to solve the main issuesarising out of the new structure.
Production: The "Platform" is concerned primarilywith the administration of production, rather than itsfunctioning. And even the form of administration issketched rather childishly: factory and plant Committeesas the local subordinate form of administration;unification of these committees on city, provincial andnational levels. And that is all.Such a scheme of administering production in no wayresembles the "one workshop" (administration byindustry); instead it throws together all the factories,plants and workshops in various branches of production.According to the "Platform" all factory and plantCommittees of innumerable branches of production inany city must unite and establish the machinery foradministering the production process in the given city.But let them try to get production into working order,when the industrial undertakings are united in theterritorial principle and are thrown together without anyconnection between them on the industrial level! It willbe nothing less than chaos and destruction! And that isthe only concrete proposal made by the authors of the"Platform" in the sphere of the organisation ofproduction. Everything else comes down to the usualloud phrases which are meaningless in reality.At the same time the "Platform" is silent on manyconcrete issues resulting from the practical organisationof labour and production. Thus, for instance, theydeclare that the middle classes and the bourgeoisie willhave to perform physical labour, but they ignore thequestion of whether the social Revolution can afford toentrust jobs to the middle classes, and to the proletariatin those institutions and branches of production whichwill be destroyed by the social Revolution. The RussianRevolution was unable to cope with this problem. Howcould the kind of Revolution postulated by the authors ofthe "Platform" cope with it? On that point the "Platform"is silent.
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Provisions. Here too there is nothing new or fresh.The "Platform" repeats the old Anarchist and Anarcho-syndicalist views. The only novelty is the principle ofexpediency in the distribution of food, a principle takenover from the Bolsheviks. Physical labourers are many;those doing highly qualified intellectual work(administrators, organisers, scientists, poets, etc.) arefew. In times of need the former can be limited to thenecessary minimum of food, and even less; and thelatter - get higher rations! This principle is not onlyimmoral, but in practice it is far from being expedient,since it establishes inequality in the most fundamentalaspect of life and thus creates discontent and hostility.As to the organisational aspect of the distribution offood, it has been pointed out repeatedly by the Anarcho-syndicalists of Russia that, both during the Revolutionand the Transition Period, the cooperatives provide themost suitable means.Land. Here the "Platform" is completely bankruptand satisfied with general phraseology. It rejects theimmediate communisation of the agricultural economyand retains the present peasant structure without anychanges. It notes correctly that a "private agrarianeconomy, like private industrial enterprise, leads totrade, to the accumulation of private property and thecreation of capital" Well said! But to say this and thenconsciously leave private farming intact is tantamount todestroying all Anarchist concepts. The "Platformists"state that in this manner they are creating some "X",some "unknown quantity", and the identity of this "X" isnot difficult to envisage: it will mean the creation of anAnarcho-communist "NEP". Such a transitory structureis a far cry from the Transition Period envisaged by theRussian Anarcho-syndicalists, and is very close to thestructure of Capitalism. And still they claim that they areopposed to a Transition Period!

Protection of the Revolution: All are agreedthat the social Revolution will be forced to defend itself.The question is: how should one organise this defence?The authors of the "Platform" pick out their answer fromthe precepts of the Bolsheviks. The latter organised, inthe early days of the Revolution, partisan (Red Guard)detachments, later a volunteer Army, and they finallyended up with a standing army and compulsory militaryservice for the entire population. The "Platform" goesthrough the same stages.Anarchist principles bind the authors of the"Platform" to voluntary formations, i.e. Partisandetachments. But, they say, civil war would demand the"unification of plans of operations and unification of thegeneral command." And thus, in the first period of theRevolution, as with the Bolsheviks, there are to bePartisans. In the second period, "when the Bourgeoisiewill attack the Revolution with their reorganised forces",there is to be an Army, again as with the Bolsheviks.Apparently it will have all the colours of the Bolshevikrainbow: both its class character and its voluntaryservice, its revolutionary discipline (which in practice isalways straight military discipline), finally subordinationof the Army to a unified organisation for the entirecountry. all of which have already been demonstrated bythe Bolsheviks. The issue of the Protection of theRevolution is resolved by the "Platform" in a typicallyStatist manner; to have a free hand towards the peoplewhose guardians they are, maintained with the help ofthe Army, subordinated to the highest authorities only.The solution to the problem of the protection of theRevolution lies only in the principle of the generalmobilization of the working people. as proposed by theRussian Anarcho-syndicalists.
We have come to the end of our criticism of the"Platform". No conclusions will be drawn. Let thereaders, who have studied the "Platform", the "Reply"and the program of the Russian Anarcho-syndicalistspropounded here, draw their own conclusions.

• • •
Note on the text

The program of the Russian Anarcho-syndicalistsreferred to at the very end of text was published as PartII in the original english edition. This 'Program ofAnarcho-syndicalism' has already been publishedseparately as Rebel Worker Pamphlet #4 by MontyMiller Press.
Other Publications by G. P. Maximoff

• The Guillotine at Work Vol 1. 1979.• The Political Philosophy of Bakunin. 1953.• My Social Credo - Sydney (MMP). 1983,• Syndicalists in the Russian Revolution. 1985.• Program of Anarcho-syndicalism. (MMP). 1985.• Bolshevism: Promises & Realities• Instead of a Program (1923)• Peter Kropotkin and his Teachings (1931)
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demanded by reality and the strategy of class struggle."We are persuaded", said Kropotkin, "that the formationof an anarchist organisation in Russia far from beingprejudicial to the common revolutionary task, it isdesirable and useful to the very greatest degree."(Preface to 'The Paris Commune' by Bakunin, 1892edition.)Nor did Bakunin ever oppose himself to the conceptof a general anarchist organisation. On the contrary, hisaspirations concerning organisations, as well as hisactivity in the 1st IWMA, give us every right to view himas an active partisan of just such an organisation.In general, practically all active anarchist militantsfought against all dispersed activity, and desired ananarchist movement welded by unity of ends and means.It was during the Russian revolution of 1917 that theneed for a general organisation was felt most deeply andmost urgently. It was during this revolution that thelibertarian movement showed the greatest degree ofsectionalism and confusion. The absence of a generalorganisation led many active anarchist militants into theranks of the bolsheviks. This absence is also the cause ofmany other present day militants remaining passive,impeding all use of their strength, which is often quiteconsiderable. We have an immense need for anorganisation which, having gathered the majority of theparticipants of the anarchist movement, establishes inanarchism a general and tactical and political line whichwould serve as a guide to the whole movement.It is time for anarchism to leave the swamp ofdisorganisation, to put an end to endless vacillations onthe most important tactical and theoretical questions, toresolutely move towards a clearly recognised goal, andto operate an organised collective practice.It is not enough, however, to establish the vital needof such an organisation: It Is also necessary to establishthe method of its creation. We reject as theoretically andpractically inept the Idea of creating an organisationafter the recipe of the 'synthesis', that is to say re-uniting the representatives of different tendencies ofanarchism. Such an organisation, having incorporatedheterogeneous, theoretical and practical elements,would "only be a mechanical assembly of individualseach having a different conception of all questions of theanarchist movement, an assembly which wouldinevitably disintegrate on encountering reality.The anarcho-syndicalist method does not resolve theproblem of anarchist organisation, for it does not givepriority to this problem, interesting itself solely in
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DOCUMENT 1:

Organisational Platform of a
General Union of Anarchists

BY "THE DIELO TROUDA GROUP":NESTOR MAKHNO, PIOTR ARSHINOV,IDA METT, VALEVSKY, LINSKY.

Introduction
It is very significant that, in spite of the strength andincontestably positive character of libertarian ideas, andin spite of the forthrightness and integrity of anarchistpositions in the facing up to the social revolution, andfinally the heroism and innumerable sacrifices borne bythe anarchists in the struggle for libertariancommunism, the anarchist movement remains weakdespite everything, and has appeared, very often, in thehistory of working class struggles as a small event, anepisode, and not an important factor.This contradiction between the positive andincontestable substance of libertarian ideas, and themiserable state in which the anarchist movementvegetates, has its explanation in a number of causes, ofwhich the most important, the principle, is the absenceof organisational principles and practices in theanarchist movement.In all countries, the anarchist movement isrepresented by several local organisations advocatingcontradictory theories and practices, having noperspectives for the future, nor of a continuity inmilitant work, and habitually disappearing, hardlyleaving the slightest trace behind them.Taken as a whole, such a state of revolutionaryanarchism can only be described as 'chronicdisorganisation'.Like yellow fever, this disease of disorganisationintroduced itself into the organism of the anarchistmovement., and has shaken it for dozens of years.It is nevertheless beyond doubt that thisdisorganisation derives from some defects of theory:notably from a false interpretation of the principle ofindividuality in anarchism; this theory being too oftenconfused with the absence of all responsibility. Thelovers of assertion of 'self', solely with a view to personalpleasure, obstinately cling to the chaotic state of theanarchist movement, and refer in its defence to theimmutable principles of anarchism and its teachers.But the immutable principles and the teachers haveshown exactly the opposite.
Dispersion and scattering are ruinous; a close-knitunion is a sign of life and development. This law of socialstruggle applies as much to classes as to organisations.Anarchism is not a beautiful utopia, nor an abstractphilosophical idea, it is a social movement of thelabouring masses. For this reason it must gather itsforces in one organisation, constantly agitating, as



penetrating and gaining strength in the industrialproletariat.However, a great deal cannot be achieved in thisarea, even in gaining a footing, unless there is a generalanarchist organisation.The only method leading to the solution of theproblem of general organisation is, in our view, to rallyactive anarchist militants to a base of precise positions:theoretical, tactical and organisational, i.e. the more orless perfect base of a homogeneous programme.The elaboration of such a programme is one of theprinciple tasks imposed on anarchists by the socialstruggle of recent years. It is this task that the group ofRussian anarchists in exile dedicates an important partof Its efforts.The "Organisational Platform" published belowrepresents the outlines, the skeleton of such aprogramme. It must serve as the first step towardsrallying libertarian forces into a single, active,revolutionary collective capable of struggle: the GeneralUnion of Anarchists.We have no doubts that there are gaps in the presentplatform. It has such gaps, as do all new, practical stepsof any importance. It is possible that certain importantpositions have been missed, or that others areinadequately treated, or that still others are too detailedor repetitive. All this is possible, but not of vitalimportance. What is important is to lay the foundationsof a general organisation, and it is this end which isattained, to a necessary degree, by the present platform.It is up to the entire collective, the General Union ofAnarchists, to enlarge it, to later give it depth, to makeof it a definite platform for the whole anarchistmovement.On another level also we have no doubts. We forseethat several representatives of self-styled individualismand chaotic anarchism will attack us, foaming at themouth, and accuse us of breaking anarchist principles.However, we know that the individualist and chaoticelements understand by the title 'anarchist principles'political indifference, negligence and absence of allresponsibility, which have caused our movement almostincurable splits, and against which we are strugglingwith all our energy and passion. This is why we cancalmly ignore the attacks from this camp.We base our hopes on other militants: on those whoremain faithful to anarchism, having experienced andsuffered the tragedy of the anarchist movement, and arepainfully searching for a solution.
Further, we place great hopes on the younganarchists who, born In the breath of the Russianrevolution, and placed from the start in the midst ofconstructive problems, will certainly demand therealisation of positive and organisational principles inanarchism.We invite all the Russian anarchist organisationsdispersed in various countries of the world, and alsoisolated anarchist militants, to unite on the basis of acommon organisational platform. Let this platform serveas the revolutionary backbone, the rallying point of allthe militants of the Russian anarchist movement!Let it form the foundations for the General Union ofAnarchists! Long live the Social Revolution of theWorkers of the World!The Dielo Trouda Group **Paris 20.6.1926

..................................................** Dielo Trouda means Workers' Cause
GENERAL SECTION:

1. Class Struggle, Its Role and Meaning
There is no one single humanityThere is a humanity of classesSlaves and Masters

Like all those which have preceded it, the bourgeoiscapitalist society of our times is not 'one humanity'. It isdivided into two distinct camps, differentiated sociallyby their situations and their functions, the proletariat (inthe wider sense of the world), and the bourgeoisie.The lot of the proletariat is, and has been forcenturies, to carry the burden of physical, painful workfrom which the fruits come, not to them however, but toanother, privileged class which owns property, authority,and the products of culture (science, education, art): thebourgeoisie. The social enslavement and exploitation ofthe working masses form the base on which modernsociety stands, without which this society could notexist.This generated a secular class struggle, at one pointtaking on an open, violent character, at others asemblance of slow and intangible progress, whichreflects needs, necessities, and the concept of the justiceof workers.In the social domain all human history represents anuninterrupted chain of struggles by the working massesfor their rights, liberty, and a better life. In the history ofhuman society this class struggle has always been theprimary factor which determined the form and structureof these societies.The social and political regime of all states is aboveall the product of class struggle. The fundamentalstructure of any society shows us the stage at which theclass struggle has gravitated and is to be found. Theslightest change in the course of the battle of classes, inthe relative locations of the forces of the class struggle,produces continuous modifications in the fabric andstructure of society.Such is the general, universal scope and meaning ofclass struggle in the life of class societies.
Without restricting ourselves to the creation ofanarchist unions, we must seek to exercise ourtheoretical influence on all trade unions, and in all itsforms (the IWW, Russian TU's). We can only achieve thisend by working in rigorously organised anarchistcollectives; but never in small empirical groups, havingbetween them neither organisational liaison northeoretical agreement.Groups of anarchists in companies, factories andworkshops, preoccupied in creating anarchist unions,leading the struggle in revolutionary unions for thedomination of libertarian ideas in unionism, groupsorganised in their action by a general anarchistorganisation: these are the ways and means ofanarchists' attitudes vis a vis trade unionism.At the same time the system of this societydeliberately maintains the working masses in a state ofignorance and mental stagnation; it prevents by forcethe raising of their moral and intellectual level, in order
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to more easily get the better of them.The progress of modern society; the technicalevolution of capital and the perfection of its politicalsystem, fortifies the power of the ruling classes, andmakes the struggle against them more and moredifficult, thus postponing the decisive moment of theemancipation of labour.Analysis of modern society leads us to the conclusionthat the only way to transform capitalist society into asociety of free workers is a the way of violent socialrevolution.
3. Anarchism and Libertarian Communism

The class struggle created by the enslavement ofworkers and their aspirations to liberty gave birth, inthe oppression, to the idea of anarchism: the idea of thetotal negation of a social system based on the principlesof classes and the State, and its replacement by a freenon-statist society of workers under self-management.So anarchism does not derive from the abstractreflections of an intellectual or a phIlosopher, but fromthe direct struggle of workers against capitalism, fromthe needs and necessities of the workers, from theiraspirations to liberty and equality, aspirations whichbecome particularly alive in the best heroic period of thelife and struggle of the working masses.The outstanding anarchist thinkers. Bakunin,Kropotkin and others, did not invent the Idea ofanarchism, but, having discovered it in the masses.simply helped by the strength of their thought andknowledge to specify and spread it.Anarchism is not the result of personal efforts northe object of individual researches.Similarly, anarchism is not the product ofhumanitarian aspirations. A single humanity does notexist. Any attempt to make of anarchism an attribute ofall present-day humanity, to attribute to it a generalhumanitarian character would be a historical and sociallie which would lead inevitably to the justification of thestatus quo and of a new exploitation.Anarchism is generally humanitarian only in thesense that the ideas of the masses tend to improve thelives of all men, and that the fate of today's ortomorrow's humanity is inseparable from that ofexploited labour. If the working masses are victorious,all humanity will be reborn; if they are not, violence,exploitation, slavery and oppression will reign as beforein the world.The birth, the blossoming, and the realisation ofanarchist ideas have their roots in the life and thestruggle of working masses and are inseparably boundto their fate.Anarchism wants to transform the present bourgeoiscapitalist society to a society which assures the workersthe products of their labours, their liberty,independence, and social and political equality. Thisother society will be libertarian communism, in whichsocial solidarity and free individuality find their fullexpression, and in which these two ideas develop inperfect harmony.Libertarian communism believes that the onlycreator of social value is labour, physical or intellectual,and consequently only labour has the right to managesocial and economic life. Because of this, it neitherdefends nor allows, In any measure, the existence of

non-working classes.Insofar as these classes exist at the same time aslibertarian communism, the latter will recognise no dutytowards them. This will cease when the non-workingclasses decide to become productive and want to live ina communist society under the same conditions aseveryone else, then they will have the same position asanyone else, which is that of free members of thesociety, enjoying the same rights and duties as all otherproductive members.Libertarian communism wants to end all exploitationand violence, whether it be against individuals or themasses of the people. To this end, it will establish aneconomic and social base which will unite all sections ofthe community, assuring each individual an equal placeamong the rest, and allowing each the maximum wellbeing. This base is the common ownership of all themeans and instruments of production (industry,transport, land, raw materials, etc) and the building ofeconomic organisations on the principles of equality andself-management of the working classes.Within the limits of this self-managing society ofworkers, libertarian communism establishes theprinciple of the equality of value and rights of eachindividual (not individuality 'in general', nor of 'mysticalindividuality', nor the concept of individuality, but eachreal, living, individual).It is from this principle of equality, as also from theprinciple that the value of an individual's labour canneither be estimated nor measured, that thefundamental economic, social and juridicial principle oflibertarian communism flows: "from each according tohis ability, to each according to his needs."
4. The Negation of Democracy

Democracy is one of the forms of bourgeois capitalistsociety.The basis of democracy is the maintenance of the twoantagonistic classes of modern society: the workingclass, and the capitalist class and their collaboration onthe basis of private capitalist property. The expression ofthis collaboration is parliament and the nationalrepresentative government.Formally, democracy proclaims freedom of speech, ofthe press, of association, and the equality of all beforethe law.In reality all these liberties are of a very relativecharacter: they are tolerated only as long as they do notcontest the interests of the dominant class i.e. thebourgeoisie.Democracy preserves intact the principle of privatecapitalist property. Thus it (democracy) gives thebourgeoisie the right to control the whole economy ofthe country, the entire press, education, science, art -which in fact make the bourgeoisie absolute master ofthe whole country. Having a monopoly in the sphere ofeconomic life, the bourgeoisie can also establish itsunlimited power in the political sphere. In effectparliament and representative government in thedemocracies are but the executive organs of thebourgeoisie.Consequently democracy is but one of the aspects ofbourgeois dictatorship, veiled behind deceptive formulaeof political liberties and fictitious democraticguarantees.
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5. The Negation of the State and Authority
The ideologies of the bourgeoisie define the State asthe organ which regularise the complex political, civiland social relations between men in modern society, andprotecting the order and laws of the latter. Anarchistsare in perfect agreement with this definition, but theycomplete it by affirming that the basis of this order andthese laws is the enslavement of the vast majority of thepeople by an insignificant minority, and that it isprecisely this purpose which is served by the State.The State is simultaneously the organised violence ofthe bourgeoisie against the workers and the system ofits executive organs.The left socialists, and in particular the bolsheviks,also consider the bourgeois State and Authority to bethe servants of capital. But they hold that Authority andthe State can become, in the hands of socialist parties, apowerful weapon in the struggle for emancipation of theproletariat. For this reason these parties are for asocialist Authority and a proletarian State. Some want toconquer power by peaceful, parliamentarian means (thesocial democratic), others by revolutionary means (thebolsheviKs, the left social revolutionaries).Anarchism considers these two to be fundamentallywrong, disastrous in the work of the emancipation oflabour.Authority is always dependent on the exploitationand enslavement of the mass of the people. It is born ofthis exploitation, or it is created in the interests of thisexploitation. Authority without violence and withoutexploitation loses all raison d'etre.The State and Authority take from the masses allinitiative, kill the spirit of creation and free activity,cultivates in them the servile psychology of submission,of expectation, of the hope of climbing the social ladder,of blind confidence in their leaders, of the illusion ofsharing in authority. Thus the emancipation of labour isonly possible in the direct revolutionary struggle of thevast working masses and of their class organisationsagainst the capitalist system.The conquest of power by the social democraticparties by peaceful means under the conditions of thepresent order will not advance by one single step thetask of emancipation of labour, for the simple reasonthat real power, consequently real authority, will remainwith the bourgeoisie which controls all the economy andpolitics of the country. The role of socialist authority isreduced in this case of reforms: to the amelioration ofthis same regime. (Examples: Ramsay MacDonald, thesocial democratic parties of Germany, Sweden, Belgium,which have come to power in a capitalist society.)Further, seizing power by means of a social upheavaland organising a so called 'proletarian State' cannotserve the cause of the authentic emancipation of labour.The State, immediately and supposedly constructed forthe defence of the revolution, invariably ends updistorted by needs and characteristics peculiar to itself,itself becoming the goal, produces specific, privilegedcastes, and consequently re-establishes the basis ofcapitalist Authority and State; the usual enslavementand exploitation of the masses by violence. (Example:the 'worker-peasant State of the bolsheviks.')

6. The Role of the Masses and the Role of theAnarchists in the Social Struggle and theSocial Revolution
The principle forces of the social revolution are theurban working class, the peasant masses and a sectionof the working intelligentsia.Note: While being an exploited and oppressed classin the same way as the urban and rural proletariats, theworking intelligentsia is relatively disunited comparedwith the workers and peasants, thanks to the economicprivileges conceded by the bourgeoisie to certain of itselements. That is why, during the early days of the socialrevolution, only the less comfortable strata of theintelligentsia take an active part in it.The anarchist conception of the role of the masses inthe social revolution and the construction of socialismdiffers, in a typical way, from that of the statist parties.While bolshevism and its related tendencies considerthat the masses possess only destructionaryrevolutionary instincts, being incapable of creative andconstructive activity - the principle reason why the latteractivity should be concentrated in the hands of the menforming the government of the State of the CentralCommittee of the party - anarchists on the contrarythink that the labouring masses have inherent creativeand constructive possibilities which are enormous, andanarchists aspire to suppress the obstacles impeding themanifestation of these possibilities.Anarchists consider the State to be the principleobstacle, usurping the rights of the masses and takingfrom them all the functions of economic and social life.The State must perish, not 'one day' in the futuresociety, but immediately. It must be destroyed by theworkers on the first day of their victory, and must not bere-constituted under any guise whatsoever. It will bereplaced by a federalist system of workers organisationsfor production and consumption, united federatively andself-administrating. This system excludes just as muchauthoritarian organisations as the dictatorship of theparty, whichever it might be.The Russian revolution of 1917 displays precisely thisorientation of the process of social emancipation in thecreation of the system of worker and peasant sovietsand factory committees. Its sad error was not to haveliquidated, at an opportune moment, the organisation ofstate power: initially of the provisional government, andsubsequently of bolshevik power. The bolsheviks,profiting from the trust of the workers and peasants,reorganised the bourgeois state according to thecircumstances of the moment and consequently killedthe creative activity of the masses, in supporting andmaintaining the State: choking the free regime of sovietsand factory committees which represented the first steptowards building a non-statist socialist society.Action by anarchists can be divided into periods, thatbefore the revolution, and that during the revolution. Inboth, anarchists can only fulfil their role as an organisedforce if they have a clear conception of the objectives oftheir struggle and the roads leading to the realisation ofthese objectives.The fundamental task of the General Union ofAnarchists in the pre-revolutionary period must be thepreparation of the workers and peasants for the socialrevolution.In denying formal (bourgeois) democracy, authority
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and State, in proclaiming the complete emancipation oflabour, anarchism emphasises to the full the rigorousprinciples of class struggle. It alerts and develops in themasses class consciousness and the revolutionaryintransigence of the class.It is precisely towards the class intransigence, anti-democratism, anti-statism of the ideas of anarcho-communism, that the libertarian education of the massesmust be directed, but education alone is not sufficient.What is also necessary is a certain mass anarchistorganisation. To realise this, it is necessary to work intwo directions: on the one hand towards the selectionand grouping of revolutionary worker and peasantforces on a libertarian communist basis (a specificallylibertarian communist organisation): on the other hand,towards regrouping revolutionary workers and peasantson an economic base of production and consumption(revolutionary workers and peasants organised aroundproduction; workers and free peasants co-operatives).The worker and peasant class, organised on the basis ofproduction and consumption, penetrated byrevolutionary anarchist positions, will be the first strongpoint of the social revolution.The more these organisations are conscious andorganised in an anarchist way, as from the present, themore they will manifest an intransigent and creativeIibertarian will at the moment of the revolution.As for the working class in Russia: it is clear thatafter eight years of bolshevik dictatorship, whichenchains the natural needs of the masses for freeactivity, the true nature of all power is demonstratedbetter than ever; this class conceals within itselfenormous possibilities for the formation of a massanarchist movement. Organised anarchist militantsshould go immediately with all the force at their disposalto meet these needs and possibilities, in order that theydo not degenerate into reformism (menshevism).With the same urgency, anarchists should applythemselves to the organisation of the poor peasantry,who are crushed by state power, seeking a way out andconcealing enormous revolutionary potential.The role of anarchist in the revolutionary periodcannot be restricted solely to the propagation of thekeynotes of Iibertarian ideas.Life is not only an arena for the propagation of thisor that conception, but also, to the same degree, as thearena of the struggle, the strategy, and the aspirationsof these conceptions in the management of economicand social life.More than any other concept, anarchism shouldbecome the leading concept of revolution, for it is onlyon the theoretical base of anarchism that the socialrevolution can succeed in the complete emancipation oflabour.The leading position of anarchist ideas in therevolution suggests an orientation of events afteranarchist theory. However, this theoretical driving forceshould not be confused with the political leadership ofthe statist parties which leads finally to State Power.Anarchism aspires neither to political power nor todictatorship. Its principal aspiration is to help themasses to take the authentic road to the socialrevolution and the construction of socialism. But it is notsufficient that the masses take up the way of the socialrevolution. It is also necessary to maintain thisorientation of the revolution and its objectives: the

suppression of capitalist society in the name of freeworkers. As the experience of the Russian revolution in1917 has shown us, this last task is far from being easy,above all because of the numerous parties which try toorientate the movement in a direction opposed to thesocial revolution.Although the masses express themselves profoundlyin the social movement in terms of anarchist tendenciesand tenets, these tendencies and tenets do howeverremain dispersed, being uncoordinated, andconsequently do not lead to the organisation of thedriving power of libertarian ideas which is necessary forpreserving the anarchist orientation and objectives inthe social revolution. This theoretical driving force canonly be expressed by a collective especially created bythe masses for this purpose. The organised anarchistelements constitute exactly this collective.The theoretical and practical duties of this collectiveare considerable at the time of the revolution. It mustmanifest its initiative and display total participation inall the domains of the social revolution: in theorientation and general character of the revolution; incivil war and the defence of the revolution; in thepositive tasks of the revolution, in new production,consumption, the agrarian question etc.On all these questions, and on numbers of others, themasses demand a clear and precise response from theanarchists. And from the moment when anarchistsdeclare a conception of the revolution and the structureof society, they are obliged to give all these questions aclear response, to relate the solution of these problemsto the general conception of libertarian communism, andto devote all their forces to the realisation of these.Only in this way do the General Union of Anarchistsand the anarchist movement completely assure theirfunction as a theoretical driving force in the socialrevolution.
7. The Transition Period

By the expression 'transition period' the socialistparties understand a definite phase in the life of apeople, of which the characteristic traits are: a rupturewith the old order of things and the installation of a neweconomic and social system: a system which howeverdoes not yet represent the complete emancipation ofworkers.In this sense, all the minimum programs of thesocialist political parties, for example, the democraticprogramme of the socialist opportunists or thecommunists' programme for the 'dictatorship of theproletariat', are programs of the transition period.The essential trait of all these is that they regard asimpossible, for the moment, the complete realisation ofthe workers' ideals: their independence, their libertyand equality - and consequently preserve a whole seriesof the institutions of the capitalist system: the principleof statist compulsion, private ownership of the meansand instruments of production, the bureaucracy, andseveral others, according to the goals of the particularparty programme.On principle, anarchists have always been theenemies of such programs, considering that theconstruction of transitional systems which maintain theprinciples of exploitation and compulsion of the massesleads inevitably to a new growth of slavery.
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Instead of establishing political minimum programs,anarchists have always defended the idea of animmediate social revolution, which deprives thecapitalist class of its economic and social privileges, andplace the means and instruments of production and allthe functions of economic and social life in the hands ofthe workers.Up to now, it has been the anarchists who havepreserved this position.The idea of the transition period, according to whichthe social revolution should lead not to a communistsociety, but to a system retaining elements of the oldsystem, is anti-social in essence. It threatens to result inthe reinforcement and development of these elements totheir previous dimensions, and to run events backwards.A flagrant example of this is the regime of the'dictatorship of the proletariat' established by thebolsheviks in Russia. According to them, the regimeshould be but a transitory step towards totalcommunism. In reality, this step has resulted in therestoration of class society, at the bottom of which are,as before, the workers and peasants.The centre of gravity of the construction of acommunist society does not consist in the possibility ofassuring each individual unlimited liberty to satisfy hisneeds from the first day of the revolution; but consists inthe conquest of the social base of this society, andestablishes the principles of egalitarian relationshipsbetween individuals. As for the question of theabundance, greater or lesser, of assets, this is not posedat the level of principle, but is a technical problem.The fundamental principal upon which the newsociety will be erected and rest, and which must in noway be restricted, is that of the equality of relationships,of the liberty and independence of the workers. Thisprinciple represents the first fundamental demand of themasses, for which they rise up in social revolution.Either the social revolution will terminate in thedefeat of the workers, in which case we must start againto prepare the struggle, a new offensive against thecapitalist system; or it will lead to the victory of theworkers, and in this case, having seized the meanswhich permit self-administration: the land, production,and social functions, the workers will commence theconstruction of a free society.This is what characterises the beginning of thebuilding of a communist society which, once begun, thenfollows the course of its development withoutinterruption, strengthening itself and perfecting itselfcontinuously.In this way the take-over of the productive and socialfunctions by the workers will trace an exact demarcationline between the statist and non-statist eras.If it wishes to become the mouthpiece of thestruggling masses, the banner of a whole era of socialrevolution, anarchism must not assimilate in itsprogramme traces of the old order, the opportunisttendencies of transitional systems and periods, nor hideits fundamental principles, but on the contrary developand apply them to the utmost.
8. Anarchism and Syndicalism

We consider the tendency to oppose libertariancommunism to syndicalism and vice versa to beartificial, and devoid of all foundation and meaning. The

ideas of anarchism and syndicalism belong on twodifferent planes. Whereas, communism, that is to say asociety of free workers, is the goal of the anarchiststruggle - syndicalism, that is the movement ofrevolutionary workers in their occupations, is only oneof the forms of revolutionary class struggle. In unitingworkers on a basis of production, revolutionarysyndicalism, like all groups based on professions, has nodetermining theory, it does not have a conception of theworld which answers all the complicated social andpolitical questions of contemporary reality. It alwaysreflects the ideologies of diverse political groupings,notably of those who work most intensely in its ranks.Our attitude to revolutionary syndicalism derivesfrom what is about to be said. Without trying here toresolve in advance the question of the role ofrevolutionary syndicates after the revolution, whetherthey will be the organisers of all new production, orwhether they will leave this role to, workers' soviets orfactory committees - we judge that anarchists take partin revolutionary syndicalism as one of the forms of therevolutionary' workers' movement.However, the question which is posed today is notwhether anarchists should not participate inrevolutionary syndicalism, but rather how and to whatend they must take part.We consider the period up to the present day, whenanarchists entered the syndicalist movement asindividuals and propagandists, as a period of artisanrelationships towards the professional workersmovement.Anarcho-syndicalism, trying to forcefully introduceIibertarian ideas into the left wing of revolutionarysyndicalism as a means of creating anarchist-typeunions, represents a step forward, but it does not, asyet, go beyond the empirical method, for anarcho-syndicalism does not necessarily interweave the'anarchization' of the trade union movement with that ofthe anarchists organised outside the movement. For it isonly on this basis, of such. liaison, that revolutionarytrade unionism could be 'anarchized' and preventedfrom moving towards opportunism and reformism.In regarding syndicalism only as a professional bodyof workers without coherent social and political theory,and consequently, being powerless to resolve the socialquestion on its own, we consider that the tasks of theanarchists in the ranks of the movement consists ofdeveloping libertarian theory, and point it in alibertarian direction, in order to transform it into anactive arm of the social revolution. It is necessary tonever forget that if trade unionism does not find inanarchist theory a support in opportune times it willturn.. whether we like it or not, to the ideology of apolitical statist party.The task of anarchists in the ranks of therevolutionary workers' movement could only be fulfilledon conditions that their work was closely interwovenand linked with the activity of the anarchist organisationoutside the union. In other words, we must enter intorevolutionary trade unions as an organised force,responsible to accomplish work in the union before thegeneral anarchist organisation, and orientated by thelatter.Without restricting ourselves to the creation ofanarchist unions, we must seek to exercise ourtheoretical influence on all trade unions, and in all its
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forms (the IWW, Russian TU's). We can only achieve thisend by working in rigorously organised anarchistcollectives; but never in small empirical groups, havingbetween them neither organisational liaison northeoretical agreement. Groups of anarchists incompanies, factories and workshops, preoccupied increating anarchist unions, leading the struggle inrevolutionary unions for the domination of libertarianideas in unionism, groups organised in their action by ageneral anarchist organisation: these are the ways andmeans of anarchists' attitudes vis a vis trade unionism.
CONSTRUCTIVE SECTION:

THE PROBLEM OF THE FIRST DAY OF THE
SOCIAL REVOLUTION

The fundamental aim of the world of labour instruggle is the foundation, by means of revolution, of afree and equal communist society founded on theprinciple 'from each according to his ability to eachaccording to his needs.'However, this society will not come about of its own,only by the power of social upheaval. Its realisation willcome about by a social revolutionary process, more orless drawn out, orientated by the organised forces ofvictorious labour in a determined path.It is our task to indicate this path from this momenton, and to formulate positive, concrete problems thatwill occur to workers from the first day of the socialrevolution, the outcome of which depends upon theircorrect solution.It is self evident that the building of the new societywill only be possible after the victory of the workersover the bourgeois-capitalist system and over itsrepresentatives. It is impossible to begin the building ofa new economy and new social relations while the powerof the state defending the regime of enslavement hasnot been smashed, while workers and peasants have notceased, as the object of the revolution, the industrial andagricultural economy.Consequently, the very first social revolutionary taskis to smash the statist edifice of the capitalist system, toexpropriate the bourgeoisie and in general all privilegedelements of the means of power, and establish overallthe will of the workers in revolt, as expressed byfundamental principles of the social revolution. Thisaggressive and destructive aspect of the revolution canonly serve to clear the road for the positive tasks whichform the meaning and essence of the social revolution.These tasks are as follows:
1. The solution, in the libertarian communist sense, ofthe problem of industrial production of the country.2. The solution similarly of the agrarian problem.3. The solution of the problem of consumption.

PRODUCTION:

Taking note of the fact that the country's industry isthe result of the efforts of several generations ofworkers, and that the diverse branches of industry aretightly bound together, we consider all actual productionas a single workshop of producers, belonging totally toall workers together, and to no one in particular.The productive mechanism of the country is global

and belongs to the whole working class. This thesisdetermines the character and the forms of the newproduction. It will also be global, common in the sensethat the products produced by the workers will belongto all. These products, of whatever category, the generalfund of provisions for the workers, where each whoparticipates in production will receive that which heneeds, on an equal basis for everybody.The new system of production will totally supplantthe bureaucracy and exploitation in all their forms andestablish in their place the principle of brotherly co-operation and workers' solidarity.The middle class which in a modern capitalist societyexercises intermediary functions - commerce etc., aswell as the bourgeoisie, must take part in the new modeof production on the same conditions as all otherworkers. If not, these classes place themselves outsidethe society of labour.There will be no bosses, neither entrepreneur, owneror state-appointed owner (as in the case today in thebolshevik state). Management will pass on this newproduction to the administration especially created bythe workers: workers' soviets, factory committees orworkers' management of works and factories. Theseorgans, interlinked at the level of the commune, districtand finally general and federal management ofproduction. Built by the masses and always under theircontrol and influence, all these organs constantlyrenewed will realise the idea of self-management, realself-management, by the masses of the people.Unified production, in which the means and productsbelong to all, having replaced bureaucracy by theprinciple of brotherly co-operation and havingestablished equal rights for all work, productionmanaged by the organs of workers' control, elected bythe masses, that is the first practical step in the road tothe realisation of libertarian communism.
CONSUMPTION:

This problem will appear during the revolution in twoways:
1. The principle of the search for products forconsumption.2. The principle of their distribution.

In that which concerns the distribution of consumergoods, the solution depends over all on the quantity ofproducts available and on the principle of the agreementof targets.The social revolution concerning itself with thereconstruction of the whole social order, takes on itselfas well, the obligation to satisfy everyone's necessities oflife. The sole exception is the group of non-workers -those who refuse to take part in the new production forcounter-revolutionary reasons. But in general, exceptingthe last category of people, the satisfaction of the needsof everyone in the area of the revolution is assured bythe general reserve of consumer products. In the case ofinsufficient goods, they are divided according to theprinciple of the greatest urgency, that is to say in thefirst case to children, invalids and working families.A far more difficult problem is that of organising thebasis of consumption itself.Without doubt, from the first day of the revolution,
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the farms will not provide all the products vital to thelife of the population. At the same time, peasants havean abundance which the towns lack.The libertarian communists have no doubt about themutualist relationship which exists between the workersof the town and countryside. They judge that the socialrevolution can only be realised by the common efforts ofworkers and peasants. In consequence, the solution tothe problem of consumption in the revolution can onlybe possible by means of close revolutionarycollaboration between these two categories of workers.To establish this collaboration, the urban workingclass having seized production, must immediately supplythe living needs of the country and strive to furnish theeveryday products, the means and implements forcollective agriculture. The measures of solidaritymanifested by the workers as regards the needs of thepeasants, will provoke from them in return the samegesture, to provide the produce of their collective labourfor the towns.Worker and peasant co-operatives will be the primaryorgans assuring the towns and countryside theirrequirements in food and economic materials. Later,responsible for more important and permanentfunctions, notably for supplying everything necessary forguaranteeing and developing the economic and sociallife of the workers and peasants; these cooperatives willbe transformed Into permanent organs for provisioningtowns and countryside.This solution to the problem of provisioning permitsthe proletariat to create a permanent stock of provision,which will have a favourable and decisive effect on theoutcome of all new production.
THE LAND:

In the solution of the agrarian question, we regardthe principle revolutionary and creative forces to be theworking peasants who do not exploit the labour ofothers - and the wage earning proletariat of thecountryside. Their tasks will be to accomplish theredistribution of land in order to establish the use andexploitation of the land on communist principles.Like industry, the land, exploited and cultivated bysuccessive generations of labourers, is the product oftheir common effort. It also belongs to all workingpeople and to none in particular. In as much as it is theinalienable and common property of the labourers, theland can never again be bought, nor sold, nor rented; itcan therefore not serve as a means of the exploitation ofothers' labour.The land is also a sort of popular and communalworkshop, where the common people produce themeans by which they live. But it is the kind of workshopwhere each labourer (peasant) has, thanks to certainhistorical conditions, become accustomed to carryingout his work alone, independent of other producers.Where as, in industry the collective method of work isessential and the only possible way in our times. Themajority of peasants cultivate the land on their ownaccount.Consequently, when the land and the means of itsexploitation are taken over by the peasants, with nopossibility of selling or renting, the question of the formsof the utilisation of it and the methods of its exploitation(communal or by family) will not immediately find a

complete and definite solution, as it will in the industrialsector. Initially both of these methods will probably beused.It will be the revolutionary peasants who themselveswill establish the definitive term of exploitation andutilisation of the land. No outside pressure is possible inthis question.However, since we consider that only a communistsociety, in whose name after all the social revolution willbe made, delivers labourers from their position ofslavery and exploitation and gives them complete libertyand equality; since the peasants constitute the vastmajority of the population (almost 85% in Russia in theperiod under discussion) and consequently the agrarianregime which they establish will be the decisive factor inthe destiny of the revolution; and since, lastly, a privateeconomy in agriculture leads, as in private industry, tocommerce, accumulation, private property and therestoration of capital - our duty will be to do everythingnecessary, as from now, to facilitate the solution of theagrarian question in a collective way.To this end, we must, as from now, engage instrenuous propaganda among the peasants in favour ofcollective agrarian economy.The founding of a specifically libertarian peasantunion will considerably facilitate this task.In this respect, technical progress will be ofenormous importance, facilitating the evolution ofagriculture and also the realisation of communism in thetowns, above all in industry. If, in their relations with thepeasants, the industrial workers act, not individually orin separate groups, but as an immense communistcollective embracing all the branches of industry; if, inaddition, they bear in mind the vital needs of thecountryside and if at the same time they supply eachvillage with things for everyday use, tools and machinesfor the collective exploitation of the lands, this will impelthe peasants towards communism in agriculture.
THE DEFENCE OF THE REVOLUTION:

The question of the defence of the revolution is alsolinked to the problem of 'the first day'. Basically, themost powerful means for the defence of, the revolutionis the happy solution of its positive problems:production, consumption and the land. Once theseproblems are correctly solved, no counter revolutionarywill be able to alter or unbalance the free society ofworkers. Nevertheless the workers will have to sustain asevere struggle against the enemies of the revolution, inorder to maintain its concrete existence.The social revolution, which threatens the privilegesand the very existence of the non-working classes ofsociety, will inevitably provoke a desperate resistance onbehalf of these classes, which will take the form of afierce civil war.As the Russian experience showed, such a civil warwill not be a matter of a few months, but of severalyears.However joyful the first steps of the labourers at thebeginning of the revolution, the ruling classes will retainan enormous capacity to resist for a long time. Forseveral years they will launch offensives against therevolution, trying to reconquer the power and privilegesof which they were deprived.A large army, military techniques and strategy,
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capital - will all be thrown against the victoriouslabourers. In order to preserve the conquests of therevolution, the labourers should create organs for thedefence of the revolution, so as to oppose thereactionary offensive with a fighting forcecorresponding to the magnitude of the task. In the firstdays of the revolution, this fighting force will be formedby all armed workers and peasants. But thisspontaneous armed force will only be valuable duringthe first days, before the civil war reaches its highestpoint and the two parties in struggle have createdregularly constituted military organisations.In the social revolution the most critical moment isnot during the suppression of Authority, but following,that is, when the forces of the defeated regime launch ageneral offensive against the labourers, and when its aquestion of safeguarding the conquests under attack.The very character of this offensive, just as thetechnique and development of the civil war, will obligethe labourers to create determined revolutionarymilitary contingents. The essence and fundamentalprinciples of these formations must be decided inadvance. Denying the statist and authoritarian methodsof government, we also deny the statist method oforganising the military forces of the labourers, in otherwords the principles of a statist army based onobligatory military service. Consistent with thefundamental positions of libertarian communism, theprinciple of voluntary service must be the basis of themilitary formations of labourers. The detachments ofinsurgent partisans, workers and peasants, which ledthe military action in the Russian revolution, can becited as examples of such formations.However, 'voluntary service' and the action ofpartisans should not be understood in the narrow senseof the word, that is as a struggle of worker and peasantdetachments against the local enemy, uncoordinated bya general plan of operation and each acting on its ownresponsibility, at its own risk. The action and tactics ofthe partisans in the period of their completedevelopment should be guided by a commonrevolutionary strategy.As in all wars, the civil war cannot be waged by thelabourers with success unless they apply the twofundamental principles of all military action: unity in theplan of operations and unity of common command. Themost critical moment of the revolution will come whenthe bourgeoisie march against the revolution in anorganised force. This critical moment obliges thelabourers to adopt these principles of military strategy.Thus, in view of the necessities imposed by militarystrategy and also the strategy of the counter revolution,the armed forces of the revolution should inevitably bebased on a general revolutionary army with a commoncommand and plan of operations.
The following principles form the basis of this army:

(a) the class character of the army;(b) voluntary service (all coercion will be completelyexcluded from the work of defending therevolution);(c) free revolutionary discipline (self discipline)(voluntary service and revolutionary self-disciplineare perfectly compatible, and give the revolutionaryarmy greater morale than any army of the state);

(d) the total submission of the revolutionary army tothe masses of the workers and peasants asrepresented by the worker and peasantorganisations common throughout the country,established by the masses in the controlling sectorsof economic and social life.
In other words, the organ of the defence of therevolution, responsible for combating the counter-revolution, on major military fronts as well as on aninternal front (bourgeois plots, preparations for counter-revolutionary action), will be entirely under thejurisdiction of the productive organisations of workersand peasants, to which it will submit, and by which itwill receive its political direction.Note: while it should be conducted in conformity withdefinite libertarian communist principles, the army itselfshould not be considered a point of principle. It is butthe consequence of military strategy in the revolution, astrategic measure to which labourers are fatally forcedby the very process of the civil war. But this measuremust attract attention as from now. It must be carefullystudied in order to avoid any irreparable set-backs in thework of protecting and defending the revolution, forsetbacks in the civil war could prove disastrous to theoutcome of the whole social revolution.
ORGANISATIONAL SECTION:

THE PRINCIPLES OF ANARCHIST
ORGANISATION

The general, constructive positions expressed aboveconstitute the organisational platform of therevolutionary forces of anarchism.This platform, containing a definite tactical andtheoretical orientation, appears to be the minimum towhich it is necessary and urgent to rally all the militantsof the organised anarchist movement.Its task is to group around itself all the healthyelements of the anarchist movement into one generalorganisation, active, and agitating on a permanent basis:the General Union of Anarchists. The forces of allanarchist militants should be orientated towards thecreation of this organisation. The fundamental principlesof organisation of a General Union of Anarchists shouldbe as follows:
1. Theoretical Unity:

Theory represents the force which directs the activityof persons and organisations along a defined pathtowards a determined goal. Naturally it should becommon to all the persons and organisations adhering tothe General Union, both overall and in its details, shouldbe in perfect concord with the theoretical principlesprofessed by the Union.
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2. Tactical Unity or the Collective Method ofAction:
In the same way the tactical methods employed byseparate members and groups within the Union shouldbe unitary, that is, be in rigorous concord both with eachother and with the general theory and tactic of theUnion. A common tactical line in the movement is ofdecisive importance for the existence of the organisationand the whole movement: it removes the disastrouseffect of several tactics in opposition to one another, itconcentrates all the forces of the movement, gives thema common direction leading to a fixed objective.

3. Collective Responsibility:
The practice of acting on one's personalresponsibility should be decisively condemned andrejected in the ranks of the anarchist movement. Theareas of revolutionary life, social and political, are aboveall profoundly collective by nature. Social revolutionaryactivity in these areas cannot be based on the personalresponsibility of individual militants. The executiveorgan of the general anarchist movement, the AnarchistUnion, taking a firm line against the tactic ofirresponsible individualism, introduces in its ranks theprinciple of collective responsibility: the entire Unionwill be responsible for the political and revolutionaryactivity of each member; in the same way, each memberwill be responsible for the political and revolutionaryactivity of the Union as a whole.

4. Federalism:
Anarchism has always denied centralisedorganisation, both in the area of the social life of themasses and in its political action. The centralised systemrelies on the diminution of the critical spirit, initiativeand independence of each individual and on the blindsubmission of the masses to the 'centre'. The naturaland inevitable consequences of this system are theenslavement and mechanisation of social life and the lifeof the organisation. Against centralism, anarchism hasalways professed and defended the principle offederalism, which reconciles the independence andinitiative of individuals and the organisation with serviceto the common cause.In reconciling the idea of the independence and thehigh degree of rights of each individual with the serviceof social needs and necessities, federalism opens thedoors to every healthy manifestation of the faculties ofevery individual. But quite often the federalist principlehas been deformed in anarchist ranks: it has too oftenbeen understood as the right, above all, to manifest ones'ego', without obligation to account for duties as regardsthe organisation.This false interpretation disorganised our movementin the past. It is time to put an end to it in a firm andirreversible manner. Federation signifies the freeagreement of individuals and organisations to workcollectively towards a common objective.However, such an agreement and the federal unionbased on it, will only become reality, rather than fictionor illusion, only on the condition sine qua non that allthe participants in the agreement and the Union fulfilmost completely the duties undertaken, and conform to

communal decisions. In a social project. however vastthe federalist basis on which it is built, there can be nodecisions without their execution. It is even lessadmissible in an anarchist organisation, whichexclusively takes on obligations with regard to theworkers and their social revolution. Consequently, thefederalist type of anarchist organisation, whilerecognising each member's rights to independence, freeopinion, individual liberty and initiative, requires eachmember to undertake fixed organisational duties, anddemands execution of communal decisions.On this condition alone will the federalist principlefind life, and the anarchist organisation functioncorrectly, and steer itself towards the defined objective.The idea of the General Union of Anarchists posesthe problem of the co-ordination and concurrence of theactivities of all the forces of the anarchist movement.Every organisation adhering to the Union representsa vital cell of the common organism. Every cell shouldhave its secretariat, executing and guiding theoreticallythe political and technical work of the organisation.With a view to the co-ordination of the activity of allthe Union's adherent organisation, a special organ willbe created: the executive committee of the Union. Thecommittee will be in charge of the following functions:the executive of decisions taken by the Union with whichit is entrusted the theoretical and organisationalorientation of the activity of isolated organisationsconsistent with the theoretical positions and the generaltactical line of the Union; the maintenance of workingand organisational links between all the organisations inthe Union; and with other organisations.The rights, responsibilities and practical tasks of theexecutive committee are fixed by the congress of theUnion.The General Union of Anarchists has a concrete anddetermined goal. In the name of the success of the socialrevolution it must above all attract and absorb the mostrevolutionary and strongly critical elements among theworkers and peasants.Extolling the social revolution, and further, being ananti-authoritarian organisation which aspires to theabolition of class society, the General Union of Anarchistdepends equally on the two fundamental classes ofsociety: the workers and peasants. It lays equal stresson the work of emancipating these two classes.As regards the workers' trade unions andrevolutionary organisations in the towns, the GeneralUnion of Anarchists will have to devote all its efforts tobecoming their pioneer and theoretical guide.It adopts the same tasks with regard to the exploitedpeasant masses. As bases playing the same role as therevolutionary workers' trade unions, the Union strives torealise a network of revolutionary peasant economicorganisations, furthermore, a specific peasants' union,founded on anti- authoritarian principles.Born out of the heart of the mass of the labourpeople, the General Union must take part In all themanifestations of their life, bringing to them on everyoccasion the spirit of organisation - perseverance, actionand offensive. Only in this way can it fulfil its tasks, itstheoretical and historical mission in the social revolutionof labour, and become the organised vanguard of theiremancipating process.
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Ukraine, 'NABAT', that took place April 2, 1919, inElizabethgrad, Ukraine:
'. . . our organisation does not represent amechanical alliance of different tendencies,each holding only to its own point of view and,therefore, unable to offer ideological guidanceto the working population; it is a union ofcomrades joined together on a number of basicpositions and with an awareness of the need forplanned, organised collective effort on the basisof federation.'

ANARCHISM AS A THEORY OF CLASSES

Synthesis is needed in this area also. We cannotaffirm that anarchism is a theory of classes and rejectthose who try to give it a human character. And wecannot declare like some do that anarchism is ahumanitarian ideal for all people and accuse those whohold to a class base of marxist deviation. Nor, finally, canwe maintain that anarchism is solely an individualistconception having nothing to do with humanity as awhole or with a 'class'. We must create a synthesis andstate that anarchism contains class elements as well ashumanism and individualist principles.We must try to determine in a theoretical andpractical manner the role and importance of each ofthese elements in the conception of anarchism. Tomaintain that anarchism is only a theory of classes is tolimit it to a single viewpoint. AnarchIsm is more complexand pluralistic, like life itself. Its class element is aboveall its means of fighting for liberation; its humanitariancharacter is its ethical aspect, the foundation of society;its individualism is the goal of mankind.
THE ROLE OF THE MASSES AND ANARCHISM
IN THE SOCIAL STRUGGLE AND THE SOCIAL
REVOLUTION

The thesis of the Platform on this question can besummarised as follows: the masses must be directed.The contrary viewpoint was the prevailing one in ourmovement until now: individuals and conscious minority,including their ideological organisations, cannot 'directthe masses'. We must learn from the masses constantlyif we do not want to lead them into a blind alley.This is how the problem should be seen. Theirsolution is very superficial and false because the centralproblem is not resolved: the revolutionary masses andthe conscious minority or their ideological organisations.The political parties have an advantage in this area: it isnot a problem for them. Their solution is:
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DOCUMENT 2:

The Reply
BY "SEVERAL RUSSIAN ANARCHISTS":
SOBOL, SCHWARTZ, STEIMER, VOLINE,
LIA, ROMAN, ERVANTIAN, FLESHIN.

REASONS FOR THE WEAKNESS OF THE
ANARCHIST MOVEMENT

We do not agree with the position of the Platform'that the most important reason for the weakness of theanarchist movement is the absence of organisationalprinciples'. We believe that this issue is very importantbecause the Platform seeks to establish a centralisedorganisation (a party) that would create 'a political andtactical line for the anarchist movement'. This overemphasises the importance and role of organisation.We are not against an anarchist organisation; weunderstand the harmful consequences of a lack oforganisation in the anarchist movement; we consider thecreation of an anarchist organisation to be one of ourmost urgent tasks . . . But we do not believe thatorganisation, as such, can be a cure-all. We do notexaggerate its importance, and we see no benefit orneed to sacrifice anarchist principles and ideas for thesake of organisation. We see the following reasons forthe weakness of the anarchist movement:
1. The confusion In our ideas about a series offundamental issues. such as the conception of thesocial revolution, of violence, of the period oftransition, of organisation.2. The difficulty of getting a large part of thepopulation to accept our ideas. We must take intoaccount existing prejudices, customs, education,the fact that the great mass of people will look foran accommodation rather than radical change.3. Repression.

THE ANARCHIST SYNTHESIS

We also disagree with the idea of a 'synthesis', asstated In the Platform. The authors proclaim thatanarchist-communism is the only valid theory, and theytake a critical, more or less, negative position towardindividualist anarchists and anarcho-syndicalists.We repeat what we declared when we organisedNABAT (Organisation of Ukrainian anarchists in 1917-1921): 'There is validity in all anarchist schools ofthought. We must consider all diverse tendencies andaccept them.' To unite all militants we must seek acommon base for all, seeing what is just in each concept.This should be included in a Platform for the entiremovement. There are several examples of such aPlatform, such as the declaration of the NabatConference in Kursk, as well as the resolutions of otheranarchist conferences of that period. Here are someextracts of the resolution adopted at the First Congressof the Confederation of Anarchist Organisations in the



* the masses and developments must be directed;* the conscious minority, separated from the masses,must take the initiative;* this 'collective' must be organised into a party;* the party takes the initiative in all areas, includingthe social revolution.
The authors of the Platform take a similar posItion.However they choose to begin with some precaution:'The ideological direction of revolutionary activities andrevolutionary movements should not be understood as atendency of the anarchists to take control of the buildingof the new society.'The Platform expresses the idea that the need todirect the masses is linked directly to a party, a welldefined political line, a predetermined program, controlof the labour movement, political direction of theorganisations created to fight the counter-revolution.The Platform states: 'The anarchIst union as anorganisation of the social revolution rests on the twomain classes of society: the workers and the peasants . .. all their energies must be concentrated on theideological guidance of the labour organisations.'The concrete form of organisation needed to achievesuch political and social direction of the masses andtheir actions will be: at the highest level, the leadingparty (General Union); a little below: the higher levels ofthe workers and peasants organisations led by theUnion; still lower: the organisations at the base set up tofight the counter-revolution, the army, etc.We do not believe that the anarchists should lead themasses; we believe that our role is to assist the massesonly when they need such assistance. This is how we seeour position: the anarchists are part of the membershipin the economic and social mass organisations. They actand build as part of the whole. An immense field ofaction is opened to them for ideological, social andcreative activity without assuming a position ofsuperiority over the masses. Above all they must fulfillstheir ideological and ethical influence in a free andnatural manner.The anarchists and specific organisations (groups,federations, confederations) can only offer ideologicalassistance, but not in the role of leaders. The slightestsuggestion of direction, of superiority, of leadership ofthe masses and developments inevitably implies that themasses must accept direction, must submit to It; this, inturn, gives the leaders a sense of being privileged likedictators, of becoming separated from the masses.In other words, the principles of power come intoplay - This is in contradiction not only with the centralideas of anarchism, but also our conception of the socialrevolution. The revolution must be the free creation ofthe masses, not controlled by ideological or politicalgroups.

THE TRANSITION PERIOD

The Platform denies the principle of the transition,period in words yet accepts it as a fact. If the Platformcontains an original idea it is precisely on this point, onthe detailed description of the idea of the transitionperiod. Everything else is only an attempt to justify thisidea.Some Russian anarcho-syndicalists openly defendedthis idea a few years ago. The authors of that Platform

do not defend the idea of a transition clearly and openly.This vacillation, this conditional acceptance andrejection, makes frank and logical discussion of the issuedifficult. For instance, they declare on the issue ofmajority and minority in the anarchist movement: Inprinciple (the classical conception follows) . . . however,at certain moments it could be that (the compromisefollows). . .'We know that life does not happen in 'moments'.Another example: 'We believe that decisions of thesoviets wilt be carried out in society without decrees ofcoercion. But such decisions must be obligatory foreveryone who has accepted them, and sanctions must beapplied against those who reject them' This is the startof coercion, violence, sanctions.The Platform states:'Because we are convinced that acceptance of agovernment will result in the defeat of the revolutionand the enslavement of the masses, we must direct allour efforts to have the revolution take the anarchist road. . . But we also recognise that our organisation oflabour on the basis of small groups of artisans cannothelp us fulfil our goal. This must be recognised inadvance by the specific organIsations.The Anarchist Union will lead the discussion and willdecide the question in case of disagreement. This isprecisely the issue. We find the same contradiction withregard to the defence of the revolution:'Politically, whom will the army obey? Since theworkers are not represented by a single organisation,they will probably organise various economicorganisations. Thus, if we accept the principle of anarmy, we must also accept the principle of obedIence ofthe army to the economic organisations of the workersand peasants . . .'This is the transition period!The Platform states with respect to freedom of pressand freedom of speech: 'There can be specific momentswhen the press, however well intentioned, will becontrolled to an extent for the good of the revolution.'Who will judge when, these 'specific moments' occur?Who will judge what their 'limits' should be? There willbe authorIty and power, even though it may be called bysome other name.The Platform writes regarding the anarchist principle'From each according to his capacities, to eachaccording to his needs':'This principle is the touchstone of anarchist-communism. But it is a conception of principle: itsrealisation will depend on the practical steps takenduring the early days of the revolution.' Here again the'howevers'. What. then, is the transition period?It is clear and logical to us: the idea of the necessityto lead the masses to guide developments, therefore theneed for elements of power and a transition period. We,on the other hand, regard the essential core of the socialrevolution to be the role of the mass of the workers who,thrust into the colossal process of social destruction bytheir historical experience, can achieve the free societyin freedom, conscious of what they are doing.
PRODUCTION

How will production be organised? Will it becentralised and planned the way the Bolsheviks aredoing? Will it be too decentralised on a federalist basis?
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This is the most important question. The authors ofthe Platform write: 'The organisation of productIon willbe carried out by organisations created by the workers -soviets, factory committees which will direct andorganise production in the cities, the regions and thenations. They will be linked closely with the masses whoelect and control them, and have the power of recall atany time.The Platform accepts a centralised, mechanicalsystem, giving it the simple corrective of election. This isnot enough. We think that changing names of anadministrative body by means of an election is no greatchange. A mechanical, inanimate process can nevercome alive. So far as we are concerned, the participationof the masses cannot be limited only to 'electing'. Theremust be an immediate participation in the organisationof production. As a matter of principle we are notagainst committees (factory committees, workshopcommittees), nor against the need for a relationship andco-ordination between them. But these organisationscan have a negative aspect: immobility, bureaucracy, atendency to authoritarianism that will not be changedautomatically by the principle of voting. It seems to usthat there will be a better guarantee in the creation of aseries of other, more mobile, even provisional organs,which arise and multiply according to needs that arise inthe course of daily living and activities. Thus, in additionto organisations for distribution, for consumers, forhousing, etc. All of these together offer a richer, morefaithful reflection of the complexity of social life.
DEFENCE OF THE REVOLUTION

This is the way the Platform sees the problem:
'In the first days of the social revolution, thearmed forces are formed by all the armedworkers and peasants, by the people in arms.But this is only in the first days when the civilwar has not reached a climax, when thecombatants have not yet coordinated theirmilitary organisation. After these early days,the armed forces of the revolution with itsgeneral command and general plan ofoperation. This organisation of struggle againstthe counter-revolution on battlefields in civilwar is under the direction of the workers andpeasants producers' organisations.'

We see two errors here, one technical, one political.The technical error: only a centralised army can defendthe revolution. To avoid total confusion, we point outthat the opposite is also incorrect, namely, that onlyisolated, local units with no contact with each other canguarantee the success of the revolution. A highlycentralised command developing a general plan ofaction can lead to catastrophe. Actions without co-ordination are also inefficient. The defects of the first,which do not take local conditions into consideration,are self-evident. The discouragement of local andindividual initiative, the weight of the apparatus, thetendency to regard the center as infallible, the prioritiesof the specialists are all the weaknesses of centralisedcommand. The defects of the second system are self-evident.How can these problems and defects be resolved? We

believe, especially in view of the Russian experience,that the armed participation of the working masses isessential, not only In the first days of revolutionaryaction, but during the entire period of struggle. Localformations of workers and peasants must be maintainedwith the understanding that their action is not isolated,but rather coordinated in a common campaign. And evenwhen the situation requires larger armed formations,the command should not be centralised. There should bejoint combat effectiveness when necessary, but theymust be able to adapt easily to changing situations andtake advantage of unforeseen conditions.It must not be forgotten that the partisan units wonthe victories in the Russian Revolution against theforces of reaction, Denikin, Kolchak, Wrangel. Thecentral army, with their central command and pre-established strategic planning was always taken bysurprise and was unable to adapt to the unexpected.Most of the time, the centralised Red Army arrived late,almost always in to receive the laurels and glory ofvictory which belonged to the real victors, the partisans.One day history will report the truth about thebureaucracy of military centralIsation.We can be asked how is it possible to defend thesocial revolution against foreign intervention without asolid centralised army. We respond, first, that thisdanger should not be exaggerated. Most of the timesuch an expedition comes from far away with all thedifficulties this entails; second, the Russian Revolutionhad a series of such interventions, and they were alldefeated by partisan units, not by the centralised army,by the active resistance of the masses, by the intenserevolutionary propaganda addressed to the soldiers andsailors of the invading forces.Finally, we point out that a centralised army with itscentral command and 'political direction', has too muchopportunity to stop being a revolutionary army;consciously or not it becomes an instrument to holdback, a tool of, reaction, of suffocation of the truerevolution. We know because history has taught theselessons in the past. The latest example is the RussianRevolution with its Red Army.The position of the Platform on the role of the armyas a 'political defender', an 'arm against reaction',surprises us. We believe that such an apparatus canhave only a negative role for the social revolution. Onlythe people in arms, with their enthusiasm, their positivesolutions to the essential problems of the revolution(particularly in production) can offer sufficient defenceagainst the plots of the 'bourgeoisie'. And if the peoplefall, no 'apparatus', no 'army', no 'tcheka' can save therevolution. To disagree with this viewpoint means thatthe problems of the revolution do not interest themasses except as a political cloak. This is the typically -Bolshevik conception.This leads to the following conclusion: a leadingorganisation (the Union) that orients the massorganisations (workers and peasants) in their politicaldirection and is supported as needed by a centralisedarmy is nothing more than a new political power.
ANARCHIST ORGANISATION

We return to the problem of organisation which is ofconcern to us. We believe that the disorganisation of theanarchist movement around the world does us great
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harm. We are convinced that forces and movementsmust be organised. Three questions arise when weconsider the creation of an organisation: the method ofestablishing an organisation, the aim and essence of anorganisation, and its form.
METHOD OF CREATING AN ANARCHIST
ORGANISATION

Why and how should an anarchist organisation becreated? We must start by trying to understand the mostimportant causes of disorganisation among anarchists. Itis clear and simple for the authors of the Platform: someanarchists have a 'disturbed' character, a sense of'Irresponsibility',' a 'lack of discipline'. We believe thatamong a number of causes of disorganisation inanarchist movements, the most important is the vagueand imprecise character of some of our basic ideas.The authors of the Platform agree with this. Theyspeak of 'contradiction in theory and practice', of doubtswithout end'. There are two ways to resolve thisquestion: Take one idea among 'contradictory ideas' asthe basis, accept it as the common program. Ifnecessary, organise with a certain discipline. At thesame time, all who disagree with the program should beexcluded and even driven out of the movement. Theorganisation thus created - the only organisation - willfurther clarify its ideas (there are comrades who believethat the anarchist ideas on this issue are sufficientlyclear). As a serious organisation is created, we will haveto devote our best energies to clarify, deepen anddevelop our ideas.Above all we must try to reduce the 'contradictions'in the field of theory. Our efforts to create anorganisation will help us in our ideological work. To putit another way, we will organise our forces as wedevelop and systematise our ideas.The authors of the Platform forget that they arefollowing an old road in seeking to create anorganisation based on a single ideological and tacticalconception. They are creating an organisation that willhave more or less hostile relations with otherorganisations that do not have exactly the sameconceptions. They do not understand that this old roadwill lead inevitably to the same old results; the existencenot of a single organisation but of many organisations.They will not be in a co-operative, harmoniousrelationship, but rather in conflict with each other eventhough they are all anarchist: each organisation willclaim the sole, the profound truth. These organisationswill be concerned with polemics against each otherrather than developing propaganda and activities to helpthe anarchist movement in general.The authors of the Platform speak of the need for'ideological and tactical unity'. But how is this unity tobe achieved? This is the problem, and there is nosatisfactory answer. The method outlined does not leadto unity. On the contrary, it will make the differences,the discussion, among us more acute leading even tohatred.This approach must be treated as follows? the 'only',the 'true' theory and tactic of the authors of the Platformmust be rejected without further discussion.However this is not the anarchist way to act. Wesuggest another course of procedure. We believe thatthe first step toward achieving unity in the anarchist

movement which can lead to serious organisation iscollective ideological work on a series of importantproblems that seek the clearest possible collectivesolution.For those comrades who are afraid of philosophicaland intellectual digressions and wanderings, we make itclear that we are not concerned with philosophicalproblems or abstract dissertations, but with concretequestions for which, unfortunately, we do not have clearanswers. For example, the questions, among others, ofthe constructive task of anarchism, of the role of themasses and the conscious minority, of violence, theanalysis of the process of social revolution and theproblem of the period of transition, the way to thelibertarIan society, the role of workers and peasantsorganisations, of the armed groups, the relations withunions, the relationship between communism andindividualism, the problem of the organisation of ourforces.How can this be realised?We suggest that there be a publication for discussionin every country where the problems in our ideology andtactics can be fully discusses, regardless of how 'acute'or even 'taboo' it may be. The need for such a printedorgan, as well as oral discussion, seems to us to be a'must' because it is the practical way, to try to achieve'ideological unity', 'tactical unity', and possiblyorganisation.There are, however, comrades who refuse to use anorgan of discussion. They prefer a series of publications,each defending a particular position. We prefer a singleorgan with the condition that representatives of allopinions and all tendencies in anarchism be permitted toexpress themselves and become accustomed to livingtogether. A full and tolerant discussion of our problemsin one organ will create a basis for understanding, notonly among anarchists, but among the differentconceptions of anarchism. This type of agreement todiscuss our ideas together in an organised fashion canadvance along parallel lines.
ROLE AND CHARACTER OF ANARCHIST
ORGANISATIONS

The role and aim of an organisation are fundamental.There cannot be a serious organisation without a cleardefinition of this question. The aims of an organisationare determined in a large part by its form. The authorsof the Platform attribute the role of leading the masses,the unions and all other organisations, as well as allactivities and developments to the anarchistorganisation. We declare that juxtaposing the words 'tolead' with the adverb 'ideologically' does not change theposition of the Platform's authors significantly becausethey conceive the organisation as a disciplined party. Wereject any idea that the anarchists should lead themasses. We hope that their role will only be that ofideological collaboration, as participants and helpersfulfilling our social role in a modest manner. We havepointed out the nature of our work: the written andspoken word, revolutionary propaganda, cultural work,concrete living example, etc.
FORM OF ANARCHIST ORGANISATION

The contradictions, the semi-confessions, the
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vacillations in language of the Platform arecharacteristic on this point. However, in spite of manyprecautions, their conception appears to be that of anypolitical party: the Executive Committee of the UniversalAnarchist Union must, among other things, assume theideological and organisational direction of everyorganisation according to the general ideological andtactical line of the Union. At the same time, the Platformaffirms its faith in the federalist principle which is inabsolute contradiction with the ideas cited above.Federalism means autonomy at the base, federation oflocal groups, regions, etc., and finally a union offederations and confederations.A certain ideological and tactical unity amongorganisations is clearly necessary. But how? In whatsense? We cite again the resolution adopted by theUkrainian organisation, NABAT, at the Kursk conference:'A harmonious anarchist organisation in which the uniondoes not have a formal character but its members arejoined together by common ideas of means and ends.'The authors of the Platform begin by affirming:'Anarchism has always been the negation of acentralised organisation.' Yet they then go on to outlinea perfectly centralised organisation with an ExecutiveCommittee that has the responsibility to give ideologicaland organisational direction to the different anarchistorganisations, which in turn will direct the professionalorganisations of the workers.What has happened to federalism? They are only one

step away from bolshevism, a step that the authors ofthe Platform do not dare to take. The similarity betweenthe bolsheviks and the 'Platform anarchists' isfrightening to the Russian comrades. It makes nodifference whether the supreme organ of the anarchistparty is called Executive Committee, or if we call itConfederal Secretariat. The proper spirit of an anarchistorganisation is that of a technical organ of relations,help and information among the different local groupsand federations.In conclusion, the only original points in the Platformare: its revisionism toward bolshevism hidden by theauthors, and acceptance of the transition period. Thereis nothing original in the rest of the Platform. Thiscannot be clear to the comrades of other countriesbecause not enough has been published yet in otherlanguages on the Russian Revolution and anarchism inRussia. The comrades therefore do not know muchabout developments there. Some of them are thereforeable to accept the Platform's interpretation.However, we think that the 'acceptance' will not lastlong.We are convinced that discussion of the Platform willhelp clear up some of the misunderstandings.
Sobol - Schwartz - Steimer - Voline - Lia - RomanErvantian - Fleshin
Paris, 1927 (From the review Noir Et Rouge Blackand Red - Paris, 1968) (Memorial Tribute)
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DOCUMENT 3:

The Malatesta / Makhno Exchange
• • •

A PLAN FOR
ANARCHIST ORGANISATION

MALATESTA

By chance (it is common knowledge that the nonfascist press in Italy is suppressed) I have come across aFrench pamphlet entitled 'Platforme d'organisation deI'union generale des anarchistes (Projet)', which,translated means Project for the programme oforganisation of the General Union of Anarchists.This is a project for anarchist organisation, publishedin November 1926 by a 'Group of Russian anarchistsabroad' that seems to be directed in particular at ourRussian comrades. But it deals with Questions thatequally concern all anarchists; and besides, it is clear,not least from the language in which it is written, that itseeks to recruit comrades from all countries. In any caseit is worth examining, by the Russians as by everyone,whether the proposals put forward is in harmony withanarchist principles and thus, whether putting it intopractice would really help the anarchist cause.

ANARCHISM AND ORGANISATION

The motives of the comrades who are proposing thisPlatform are excellent. They complain, with reason, thatthe anarchists have not had and do not have aninfluence on politico-social events in proportion to thetheoretical, and practical value of their doctrines, letalone their numbers, their courage and their spirit ofsacrifice - and they believe that the main reason for thisrelative lack of success is due to the absence of a large,serious and effective organisation.And up to this point, in general, I would agree.Organisation, which really is no more than thepractice of co-operation and solidarity, is a natural andnecessary condition of social life: it is an inescapablefact which is bound to concern everyone, whether inhuman society in general or in any group of people witha common goal to achieve.Since man has neither the desire nor the ability tolive in isolation, since indeed he cannot become a realman and satisfy his material and moral needs withoutentering into society and co-operation with his fellows, itinevitably happens that those who lack the means or asufficiently developed awareness to create a free
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organisation with others who share their interests andfeelings, must submit to the organisation of others,generally of a ruling class or group, which aims toexploit to its own advantage the labour of the rest. Theage-old oppression of the masses by a small andprivileged number has always been the consequence ofthe inability of the majority of people to agree amongthemselves and create organisations with other workersfor production and enjoyment and, in the event, defenceagainst their exploiters and oppressors.Anarchism emerged as a remedy for this state ofaffairs. Its basic principle is free organisation, createdand maintained by the free will of its componentswithout any kind of authority, that is without anyonehaving the right to impose his own will on the others.And it is therefore natural that the anarchists shouldattempt to apply that same principle on which, In theirview, all human society should be founded, to their ownprivate and organisational life.From certain arguments it might seem there areanarchists opposed to any kind of organisation; but inreality the many, too many discussions that take placeamong us on the subject, even if obscured by questionsof terminology or poisoned by personal differences, arebasically concerned with the form and not the principleof organisation. Thus it happens that when thosecomrades who, to judge from what they say, are themost adamant opponents of organisation, really want toget something done, they organise themselves just likethe rest, and often better. The problem, I repeat, isentirely one of method.That is why I can only be sympathetic towards theinitiative taken by these Russian comrades; for I amconvinced that a more general, more harmonious, morestable organisation than any so far attempted byanarchists would most certainly be an important factorof strength and success, a powerful vehicle for thediffusion of our ideas, even if it did not succeed ineliminating all the mistakes and weaknesses that areperhaps inevitable in a movement like ours which is somuch in advance of its time and which has therefore tostruggle against the incomprehension, indifference andoften hostility, of the majority.
THE ORGANISATION OF LABOUR AND
SPECIFIC ORGANISATION

I think it above all urgent and essential that theanarchists reach agreement and organise themselves asmuch and as best as they can so as to be able toinfluence the direction the masses take in their strugglefor improvements and emancipation.Today the greatest force for social transformation isthe labour movement (trade union movement) and on itsdirection largely depends the course events will takeand the goal to be achieved by the next revolution.Through organisations founded for the defence of theirinterests, the workers become aware of the oppressionthey suffer and the antagonism that divides them fromtheir masters, they begin to wish for a better life, theygrow accustomed to fighting together and in solidarity,and can obtain those improvements that are compatiblewith the continuation of a capitalist and state regime.After, when the conflict has gone too far to be resolved,there is either revolution or reaction. The anarchistsmust be aware of the usefulness and importance of the

trade union movement, they must support itsdevelopment and make of it a means of action, doing allthey can to guarantee that, in co-operation with theother existing forces of progress, it will result in a socialrevolution involving the suppression of a class, totalliberty, equality, peace and solidarity between humanbeings. But it would be a great and fatal illusion tobelieve, as many do, that the labour movement of itselfcan, and must, by its very nature lead to such arevolution. On the contrary, all movements founded onmaterial and short term interests (and a vast labourmovement cannot be founded on any others) but lackingenergy, drive, the combined efforts of men of ideas, whofight and sacrifice themselves for an ideal future, tendinevitably to adapt to the circumstances; they foster thespirit of conservativism and the fear of change in thosewho manage to obtain better conditions for themselves,and often end by creating new privileged classes and bysupporting and consolidating the system one wishes todemolish.Hence the urgent need for purely anarchistorganisations fighting both within and from outside thetrade unions to achieve a fully anarchist society and tosterilise all the germs of degeneration and reaction.But it is clear that to attain their ends the anarchistorganisations must, in their constitution and operation,be in harmony with the principles of anarchism, that is,they must in no way be polluted by the spirit ofauthoritarianism; they must be able to reconcile the freeaction of individuals with the need and the pleasure ofco-operation and help to develop the awareness andinitiative of their members; they must be a means ofeducation for the environment in which they areoperating and a moral and material preparation for thefuture we desire.Does the project in question provide an answer tothese requisites?I do not think it does. In my view, instead of creatingamong anarchists a greater desire for organisation, itseems to have been formulated with the express designof reinforcing the prejudice of those comrades whobelieve that organisation means submission to leadersand belonging to an authoritarian centralised institutionthat stifles all free initiative. And in fact, are expressedthose very intentions which some, contrary to theevident truth, and despite our protestations, persist inattributing to all anarchists who are described asorganisers.
ONE OR SEVERAL ORGANISATIONS?

Let's see.First of all it seems to be mistaken - and in any caseimpracticable - to wish to unite all anarchists in a'General Union', i.e. as the Project states, in a singleactive revolutionary grouping. We anarchists can say weare all of the same party, if by the word party we meanall those who are on the same side, and that is, whoshare the same general aspirations and who, in one wayor another, fight for the same goal against commonenemies. But this does not mean it is possible or perhapseven desirable - to unite together in one specificassociation. There are too many differences ofenvironment and conditions of struggle, too manypossible means of action which one or the other prefers,too many differences of temperament and personal
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problems of incompatibility for one General Union, iftaken seriously, not to become, instead of a means of co-ordination and synthesis of everyone's contributions, anobstacle to individual activity and perhaps, too, a causeof the bitterest infighting. How, for example, could oneorganise in the same way and with the same people, anopen association for propaganda and agitation amongthe masses, and a secret society, forced by politicalconditions of the country where it is operating, toconceal its intentions, its means and members from theenemy? How could the educationists and therevolutionaries adopt the same tactics, since the formerbelieve that propaganda and example are sufficient for agradual transformation of individuals, and thus society,while the latter are convinced that it is necessary todestroy with violence an order which is based onviolence and to create, against the violence of theoppressors, the necessary conditions for the freedissemination of propaganda and the practicalapplication of the ideological gains? And how to keeppeople together who, for reasons of their own, do notlike or respect one another and in no way could beequally good and useful anarchist militants?Moreover, the authors of the Project (Platform)declare 'unacceptable' the idea of creating anorganisation that would reunite the representatives ofthe different currents of anarchism. Such anorganisation, they say, 'incorporating theoretically andpractically heterogeneous elements would be no morethan a hotchpotch (assemblage) of individuals who seein different ways all questions concerning the anarchistmovement and would inevitably disintegrate as soon asput to the test of life.'All right. But then, if they recognise the existence ofanarchists of other tendencies. they must also allowthem the right to organise themselves in their turn andto work for anarchy in the way they think best. Or willthey claim to expel from anarchism, to excommunicateall those who do not accept their programme? They saythey 'want to regroup in a single organisation all thehealthy elements of the libertarian movement'; andnaturally they will tend to judge as healthy only thosewho think like them. But what will they do about theunhealthy elements?Certainly there are among anarchists, as in everyhuman community, elements of differing quality andwhat is worse, there are those who, In the name ofanarchy, circulate Ideas that have an extremely dubiousaffinity with anarchism. But how to avoid this? Anarchictruth cannot and must not become the monopoly of oneindividual or one commIttee, nor can it depend on thedecisions of real or imaginary majorities. It is necessaryonly - and this is sufficient - that everyone be allowedthe greatest freedom of criticism, and that each personbe able to uphold their own ideas and choose their owncomrades. In the last analysis time will tell who wasright.
ANARCHISM AND COLLECTIVE
RESPONSIBILITY

Let us therefore abandon the idea of gathering allanarchists together in one organisation and consider theGeneral Union these Russians are proposing to us forwhat it really is, i.e. the Union of a fraction ofanarchists; and let us see if the form of organisation

proposed conforms to anarchist principles and methodsand whether it could therefore contribute to the triumphof anarchy.Again it seems to me that it could not.I do not doubt the sincerity of the anarchistpropositions of these Russian comrades: they want toachieve anarchist communism and are searching for thequickest way to do so. But it is not enough to wantsomething: it is also necessary to adopt the right means,just as when one wants to go somewhere it is necessaryto take the right road, otherwise one ends up in a quitedifferent place. Thus, far from making it easier toachieve anarchist communism, their organisation, beingtypically authoritarian, could only distort the spirit ofanarchIsm and lead to consequences quite differentfrom what they intended.In fact, their General Union would consist of so manyone sided organisations with secretaries that wouldideologically direct the political and technical activity;and to co-ordinate the activity of all the memberorganisations there would be an Executive Committee ofthe Union, charged with carrying out the decisionstaken by the Union and with the 'Ideological andorganisational conduct of the organisations inconformity with the ideology and the general tacticalpolicy of the Union.'Is this anarchic? In my opinion this is a governmentand a church. It is true there are no police and bayonetsjust as there are no faithful disciples ready to accept theideology dictated, but this simply means that theirgovernment would be an impotent and impossiblegovernment, and their church would be a nursery ofschisms and heresies. The spirit, the tendency remainsauthoritarian and the educative effect would be alwaysanti-anarchist.Judge whether this is not true. 'The executive organof the general libertarian movement - the anarchistUnion - introduces into its ranks the principle ofcollective responsibility; the whole Union will beresponsible for the revolutionary and political activity ofevery member; and each member will be responsible forthe revolutionary and political activity of the Union.'And after this, which is the absolute negation of anyindividual independence and action, the proponents,remembering they are anarchists, describe themselvesas federalists and thunder away against centralisation'the Inevitable results of which,' they say, 'areenslavement and the mechanisation of social life and thelife of the organisation'.But if the Union is responsible for what each memberdoes, how can it grant individual members and differentgroups the freedom to apply the common programme inthe way it thinks best? How can one be responsible foran act that one does not have the ability to prevent?Hence the Union, and through it, the ExecutiveCommittee, must supervise the activities of theindividual members and order them what and what notto do; and since disapproval after the event cannotcompensate for responsibility previously accepted, no-one would be able to do anything before obtainingapproval and consent of the committee. And then, canan individual accept responsibility for the actions of anorganisation before knowing what it is going to do and ifhe cannot prevent it doing something he Is opposed to?Moreover, the authors of the Platforme say that it isthe 'Union' that wills and disposes. But when mention is
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made of the will of the Union, does this perhaps meanthe will of all its members? In that case, for the Union tobe able to operate it would be necessary for everyone,always and on every subject, to have the same opinion.Now if it is natural that everyone should be agreed ongeneral and basic principles, as otherwise they could notbe united, or remain united, it is inconceivable that allthinking beings could, all the time, be of the sameopinion on what should be done in all circumstances andon the choice of people to fill executive posts.
ANARCHISM AND THE MAJORITY PRINCIPLE

In reality - as the text of the Plateforme shows - thewill of the Union can only mean the will of the majority,expressed by means of congresses, which nominate andcontrol the Executive Committee and decide on allimportant questions. Naturally the congresses would becomposed of representatives elected by the majorities ofthe member groups, and these representatives woulddecide on what to do, again by majority votes. Thus, inthe best hypotheses, the decisions would be taken by themajority of a majority, which could very well, especiallywhen there are more than two diverging opinions,represent no more than a minority.It should also be noted that, given the conditions inwhich anarchists live and operate, their congresses areeven less properly representative than bourgeoisparliaments, and their control over the executive, if thishas authoritarian powers, could only with greatdifficulty be opportune and effective. In practice thosewho go to anarchist congresses are the ones who areable, those with money and who have not been detainedby the police; the ones who only represent themselves ora small number of friends as well as those who are realrepresentatives of the views and desires of a largecommunity. And save for the precautions taken againsttraitors and spies, in fact because of these samenecessary precautions, a serious examination ofmandates and their value is impossible.In any case this is a real majority system, a fullyparliamentarian one.It is known that the anarchists do not accept majoritygovernment (democracy), just as they do not acceptgovernment by a few (aristocracy, oligarchy or class orparty dictatorship), nor the government of one(autocracy, monarchy, or personal dictatorship).The anarchists have made innumerable criticisms ofso-called majority government, which moreover, inpractice always leads to the domination of a smallminority.Is it necessary to do so again for the benefit of ourRussian comrades?Certainly anarchists recognise that in community lifeit is often essential for the minority to accept the view ofthe majority. When there is a need or clear usefulness indoing something, and in order to do it everyone's co-operation is necessary, then the few must realise theyhave to adapt themselves to the desire of the many. Andin general, to be able to live peacefully together, and onan equal footing, it is necessary for everyone to beamenable, tolerant and flexible. But this adaptation byone side to the other must be reciprocal and voluntaryand stem from an awareness of its necessity and fromthe readiness of each person, not to paralyse social lifethrough hostility; and it must not be imposed as a

principle or statutory norm. And this is an ideal which,perhaps, in the practice of social life will be difficult toattain entirely, but it is certain that in every humangrouping, the freer and more spontaneous theagreement between majority and minority, the freer it isfrom any formulation that does not derive from thenature of things, the closer one is to anarchy.So, if anarchists deny the right of the majority togovern in human society generally, where the individualis forced to accept certain restrictions, because hecannot isolate himself without renouncing the conditionsof human life, and if they want everything to be donethrough free agreement of everyone, how on earth couldthey adopt the idea of majority government in theiressentially free and voluntary associations and begindeclaring that the decisions of the majority must beaccepted, even before they are known?It is understandable that non-anarchists believeanarchy, that is free organisation without the dominationof the majority and vice versa, to be a utopia which is oris not possible in a remote future; but it is conceivablethat those who profess to anarchist ideas and would liketo achieve anarchy, or at least begin seriously to head inthat direction, now rather than tomorrow, repudiate thefundamental principles of anarchism through the verymethod they propose for assuring its success.
THE BASIS OF ANARCHIST ORGANISATION

An anarchist organisation must be founded, in myopinion, on very different bases from those proposed bythe Russian comrades.Full autonomy, full independence and thus fullresponsibility of the individual and the group; freeagreement between those who think it useful to uniteand co-operate to achieve a common goal; moral duty tosupport the enterprises undertaken and to nothing thatwould go against the accepted programme. Upon thesebases one then builds the practical framework, adaptedto bring real life to the organisation. Hence the groups,the federations of groups, the federations of federationsof federations, the meetings, the congresses, thecommittees charged with liaison, etc. But all this mustbe done freely so as not to obstruct the thought andinitiative of individuals, and only so as to give moreweight to enterprises which, if isolated, would beimpossible or very ineffective.In this way the congresses of an anarchistorganisation, while suffering as representative bodiesfrom all the imperfections which I have mentioned, arefree from any hint of authoritarianism because they donot make laws, they do not impose their own decisionson others. They serve to sustain and increase personalcontact between the most active comrades, to assessand stimulate programmatic studies on the ways andmeans of taking action, to inform on the situation in thedifferent regions and the most urgent action to be takenin each area, to formulate the various opinions currentlyheld by the anarchists and make a statistics of them -their decisions not being obligatory rules, butsuggestions, advice, proposals to put to all thoseinvolved, and not commitments except for those whoaccept them. The administrative organs that theynominate - Liaison Commission, etc. - have no executivepower, they only take initiatives on behalf of those whodesire and approve of these initiatives, and have no right
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to impose their views; they can certainly support themand spread them as a group of comrades but cannotpresent them as the official line of the organisation.They publish the congress resolutions and the views andproposals communicated to them by groups andindividuals; and help, for those who want it, to facilitaterelations between the groups and co-operation betweeneveryone who is in agreement on various points: eachperson is free to make direct contact with anyone hewants, or to use other committees nominated by specialgroups.In an anarchist organisation the individual memberscan express any opinion or adopt any tactic which doesnot contradict the accepted principles and which doesnot harm the activity of the other people. In each case agiven organisation lasts as long as the reasons for unionare greater than the reasons for dissent. Otherwise it isdissolved and substituted by other more homogeneousgroupings.Of course the duration, the permanence of anorganisation is a condition of success in the long battlewe must fight, but also it is natural for any institution toaspire instinctively to an indefinite life. But the durationof a libertarian organisation must be the consequence ofthe spiritual affinity of its members and of theadaptability of its constitution to the continual changesin circumstances. When it is no longer able to fulfil auseful mission, it is better that it should die.
CONCLUSION

Those Russian comrades will perhaps findorganisations as I conceive it and as it is, ineffective.I understand. These comrades are obsessed by thesuccess the Bolsheviks have had in their own country,and they would like, in the Bolshevik way, to unite theanarchists in a kind of disciplined army which, under theideological and practical direction of a few leaders,marches compactly to the assault of the present regimesand then, the material victory won, presides over theconstitution of the new society. And perhaps it is truethat under this system, given that the anarchistsaccepted it, and the leaders were men of genius, ourmaterial efficiency could become great. But with whatresults? Would it not happen with anarchism as it hashappened in Russia with socialism and communism?These comrades are anxious for success and we aretoo; but to live and to gain victory there is no need torenounce the very reasons for life and to distort thecharacter of the eventual victory.
(Translated from the Italian by G.F.)

• • •

MAKHNO'S RESPONSE
Dear Comrade Malatesta,
I have read your reply to the draft of the'Organisational Platform of a General Union ofAnarchists' published by the group of Russian anarchistsabroad.I have the impression that either you have ratherbadly misunderstood the draft of the 'Platform' or thatyour refusal to recognise collective responsibility inrevolutionary action and the directive function thatanarchist forces should have proceeds from a deepconception of anarchism which leads you to neglect theprinciple of responsibility.Yet it is a fundamental principle for each of us,because of its way of understanding the anarchist idea,because of its will, to make the anarchist idea penetrateamong the masses, because of its spirit of sacrifice. It isowing to, it that a man can choose the revolutionary wayand bring others to it. Without it; no revolutionary couldhave the strength, will or intelligence necessary to bearthe spectacle of social misery, and still less combat it. Itis by inspiring themselves with collective responsibilitythat the revolutionaries of all times and all schools havegathered their forces. It is upon it that they based theirhope that partial revolts - those revolts of which thehistory of the oppressed is full - would not be in vain,that the exploited would understand their aspirations,would retain their application adapted to the times andwould serve it in seeking for the new path to theiremancipation.You yourself, my dear Malatesta, recognise theindividual responsibility of the revolutionary anarchist.Better still: you have advocated it throughout yourmilitant life. It is thus at least that I understand it fromyour writings on anarchism. But you refuse the necessityand the utility of collective responsibility when ittouches on the tendencies and actions of the anarchistmovement as a whole. Collective responsibility frightensyou, since you repel it.As to me, who has assumed the habit of looking fullin the face the reality of our movement, your refusal ofcollective responsibility seems not only withoutfoundations but dangerous to the social revolution. Youmust take good account of experience to lead thedecisive battle against all our enemies together. Well,experience of the revolutionary battles of the past leadsme, whilst excluding all imitation, to believe thatwhatever will be the order of revolutionary events, onewill have to give them a series of directives as muchideological as factual. Thus only a sane collective spiritdevoted to anarchism can express the demands of themoment by means of a collectively responsible will.None among us has the right to shun that part ofresponsibility. On the contrary, if it has been ignored bythe anarchists until the present, it is necessary that itnow becomes for us, anarchist-communists, an article ofour theoretical and practical programme.
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Only the collective spirit of the militants and theircollective responsibility will permit modern anarchism toeliminate from its midst the historically false ideaaccording to which it would not be necessary to serve asa guide - neither ideological nor practical - to theworking masses in the revolutionary moment, and wouldtherefore not have any group responsibility. I will nothere comment on the other parts of your writing againstthe draft of the 'Platform', such as the one in which yousee in it 'a church and an authority without police'.However I must express my surprise at seeing you haverecourse to such an argument in you criticism. I havereflected on it a lot and I can accept your opinion nomore than your reason.No, you are mistaken. And as I am not in agreementwith your refutation by means of too easy arguments, Ithink I am entitled to ask you:
(1) Should anarchism take a responsible part in thestruggle of the workers against their oppressors,the capitalists and their servant the state? If itshould not, exhibit the reasons. If you accept, then,should anarchists work in order to permit theirmovement to exercise its influence at the very baseof the existing social order?(2) Can anarchism, in the state of disorganisation inwhich it finds itself today, exercise an ideologicaland practical influence on the social forms and thestruggles of the working class?(3) What are the means by which anarchism shouldserve outside the revolution and what are thosewhich it commands to demonstrate and affirm itsconstructive conceptions?(4) Does anarchism need specific, permanentorganisations, intimately linked with a unity ofpurpose and action in order to realise theiraspirations?(5) What should anarchists understand by institutionsto be realised in order to guarantee society its freedevelopment?(6) Can anarchism, in the communist society conceivedby you, dispense with social institutions? If yes, bywhat means? If not, what institutions should itrecognise and utilise, and in the name of whatshould it apply them? Should the anarchists assumea leading and hence responsible function, or shouldthey limit themselves to being irresponsibleauxiliaries?

Your reply, dear comrade Malatesta, would be ofgreat importance to me for two reasons. It would permitme firstly to better understand your point of viewconcerning the question of the organisation of anarchistforces and of the movement in general. Next, let usspeak frankly, your opinion is accepted immediately bythe majority of anarchists and sympathisers without anydiscussion because it is that of a militant of value,faithful throughout his life to its liberation position. Itdepends therefore in a certain measure on your attitudewhether a complete study of the urgent problems thatour times pose the movement is or is not undertakenand therefore whether its development slackens or takesnew flight. Our movement will gain nothing byremaining in its past and present stagnation. On thecontrary it is urgent in the face of events to make itcapable of filling its role in its entirety.

I count a lot on your reply. With my revolutionarysalutations,
Nestor Makhno.

• • •

MALATESTA'S REPLY
Dear Comrade,
I have finally managed to see the letter youaddressed to me more than a year ago on the subject ofthe criticism that I made of the plan of organisation of ageneral association of anarchists published by the groupof Russian anarchists abroad and known in ourmovement under the name of 'the Platform'.Knowing my situation you have certainly understoodwhy I did not answer you [1]. I cannot participate as Iwould wish in discussion of the questions that interestus in the highest degree because the censor does not letreach me either publications that are consideredsubversive nor letters treating socio-political topics. It isonly at long intervals and almost by chance that Ireceive a weak echo of what comrades are writing ordoing. It is thus that I learnt that the platform and thecriticism that I made have been widely discussed, but Iknew nearly nothing of what had actually been said andyour letter is the first writing on the subject I have beenable to read.If we were able to correspond freely, beforebeginning the discussion I would have you to explainyour conceptions, which, perhaps as much because of animperfect translation from Russian to French, appearedin certain cases rather obscure to me. But things beingas they are, I answer you according to what I haveunderstood and I hope to be able to see your reply.You are astonished that I don't admit the principle ofcollective responsibility, which you consider afundamental principle which has guided and shouldguide past, present and future revolutionaries.From my side I wonder exactly what can be meant bythe expression collective responsibility from the mouthof an anarchist.I know that the military are in the habit ofdecimating a corps of soldiers who have revolted orconducted themselves badly in the face of the enemy,shooting indiscriminately those selected by the draw Iknow that the chiefs of an army corps have no qualmsabout destroying a village or a town and massacring allthe population, including children, because someone hastried to resist their incursion. I know that in all epochsgovernments have - several times threatened to apply orhave applied the system of collective responsibility so asto contain riots, to exact taxes etcAnd I am aware that it can be an effective means ofintimidation and oppression. But how can one speak ofcollective responsibility between men who arestruggling for freedom and justice. And if it were only aquestion of moral responsibility how could this not entailmaterial sanctions?For instance: if, in an encounter with the military mycompanion behaves in a cowardly fashion this wouldinvolve me and everyone of us in danger but thedishonour would only fall on the person who lacked the
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courage to defend the position with which he wasentrusted. Again, if one of the members of a conspiracydisclosed Information under interrogation thus sendingcomrades to prison will the others be held responsiblefor the betrayal?The Platform stated: The whole Association will beresponsible for the revolutionary and political activity ofeach member and each member will be responsible forthe revolutionary and political activity of the association.Can this principle be reconciled with the autonomyand free initiative which the anarchists uphold?I have already given my answer:If the Association is responsible for what each of itsmembers does, how can each individual member and thedifferent groups be allowed the freedom to apply thecommon program in the fashion which they judge thebest. How can one be responsible for an act if one doesnot have the power to prevent it taking place? Thereforethe Association and in its name the executive committeewould have to supervise the activity of all the individualmembers and to lay down for them what they are to doand not do. And, since disowning or rejecting somethingthat has been done does not lessen a responsibilityformally undertaken in advance nobody could doanything without having first obtained the approval,indeed the permission of the Committee. Besides, can anindividual accept responsibility for the acts of acollective before knowing what it is going to do? Andhow can he prevent it doing that of which hedisapproves?Of course I agree with and argue for the idea thatevery person who joins with others to work together fora common aim should feel under an obligation to co-ordinate his actions with those of his associates and torefrain from doing anything which might do harm to thework of the others and thereby to the common cause.And each member should respect all the agreementsthat have been concluded and decisions taken unless hequite properly leaves the association for the reason thatco-operation has become impossible or very constrictingdue to the appearance of differences of opinion, or achange in the situation or some incompatibility betweenthe means chosen. In the same way I hold that he whodoes not feel this duty and does not practice it ought tobe excluded from the association.It is possible that in speaking of collectiveresponsibility you had in mind the harmony andsolidarity which should exist between the members ofthe association. If that were the case then I would haveto say that you expressed yourself in incorrect languagebut it would basically be only a slight question about thecorrect use of words.The really important question which you raise in yourletter is that of the role of the anarchists in the socialmovement and the way that they intend to fulfil it. Thisis a question bearing on the very foundation, thejustification of anarchism, and we must explain ourpositions clearly.You ask whether the anarchists should assume (in therevolutionary phase and in the communist organisationof society) a function of leadership and therefore aresponsible one or instead limit themselves to beingauxiliaries in the revolution without responsibility?Your question perplexes me because it is lacking inprecision. We could provide leadership by counsel andby example leaving it to the people themselves aware of

both the possibility and the necessity of providing fortheir own needs, to quite freely adopt our methods andour solutions if these are, or if they seem to them to be,better than those suggested or practiced by others.But we can also lead by taking command, that is, bybecoming the government and by imposing one's ideasand interests through the use of the forces of law andorder.In which manner do you wish to lead?We are anarchists because we believe thatgovernment (all government) is evil and that freedom,brotherhood and justice can only be attained throughfreedom. We can not therefore aspire to govern and wemust do our level best to prevent any others, whetherclasses or individuals from seizing power and forminggovernments.The responsibility of the leaders by means of which Itake it you mean to guarantee the people against abusesor excess of power on the part of the leaders in myopinion it is not worth a jot. Whoever has state power inhis hands can only be held accountable in reality as longas he is confronted with the revolution and you can'tmake a revolution every day and as a rule you only makeone when the government has done all the harm it canpossibly do.You will understand therefore that I am far fromholding the view that the anarchists should be satisfiedto be mere auxiliaries to other revolutionaries who, in sofar as they are not anarchists, naturally aspire to enterinto government.Indeed, to the contrary, I believe that we anarchistsin the conviction that our program is good should makestrenuous efforts to acquire a preponderant influence soas to be able to guide the movement towards theapplication of our ideals. But this influence we will haveto acquire by doing more and doing better than theothers and it will not be an effective Influence unless itis acquired in this fashion.Our duty, today, is to deepen, develop and spread ourideas and co-ordinate our forces for a collective effort.We should be active within the workers movement so asto prevent it from limiting itself to, and corrupting itselfin, the exclusive pursuit of minor improvementscompatible with the capitalist system. We should see toit that this struggle serves rather as a preparation forthe complete transformation to socialism. We should beworking in the midst of the unorganised and perhapsunorganisable masses so as to arouse the spirit of revoltand the hope of a free and happy life. We should bearousing, creating and supporting all possiblemovements whose tendency is to weaken the forces ofthe state and the capitalists. In short we should bepreparing ourselves both materially and morally for therevolutionary act which must open the path to thefuture.And tomorrow, in the revolution we must beenergetically involved - if possible sooner and betterthan the others - in the necessary material struggle andwe must push it to the limit, so as to destroy all therepressive forces of the state and urge on the workers totake possession of the means of production (farms,mines, factories, means of transport etc.) and of finishedproducts - as well as to organise amongst themselves, onthe spot on equal distribution of goods while at the sametime seeing to exchange between the localities and theregions the continuation and the stepping-up of
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production and of all the services useful to the public.Taking account of the circumstances and realities of thedifferent areas we should support the activity of theworkers organisations, the co-operatives and the groupsof volunteers - in order to prevent new authoritarianpowers arising or any new governments, fighting them ifnecessary with armed force rendering them ineffective.And if we do not find amongst the people sufficientsupporters and if we are unable to prevent thereconstitution of a State with its authoritarianinstitutions and organs of coercion we should refuse totake part in it or to recognise it, we should rebel againstits impositions and demand, for ourselves and for all thedissident minorities: complete autonomy. In sum, weshould remain in a state of actual and potential rebellionand if unable to prevail in the present situation shouldprepare ourselves at least for the future. Is that the wayyou too conceive the role of the anarchist. In thepreparation and in the course of events of the revolutionItself?From what I know of you and your work, I am led tobelieve so.However when I see in the association which you areadvocating there la an executive committee which is tolead the association ideologically and organisationally, Iwonder if you do not want in the movement in generalalso a central organ which would authoritatively dictatethe theoretical and practical program of the revolution.In that case our positions would be rather far apart.This organ or organs of leadership albeit composed ofanarchists could not but become, in the full sense of theterm, a government. The members of it would, in allgood faith, think themselves essential to the triumph ofthe revolution and would above all ensure the existence

of this directing body and would impose their will byforce. In order to do this they would create armed forcesto protect themselves physically and a bureaucracy toensure a firm social foundation for their dogma. In soacting they would paralyse the popular movement andwould kill the revolution.Such I believe is what happened to the bolsheviks.For my part I believe that the important thing is notthe triumph of our plans, projects and utopias which inany case require the confirmation of experience and canbe modified by it, developed and adapted to the actualcultural and material conditIons of a period or a place.The most important thing is that the people i.e. everyperson, lose the sheep-like instincts and habits whichthousands of years of slavery have inspired in them andthat they learn to think and to act in freedom. It is thisgreat task of liberating the spirit that anarchists oughtparticularly to devote themselves.I thank you for the attention which you have beenkind enough to give to what I have written and in thehope of reading something from you again I send myregards.
November 1928
E. Malatesta
(The letter of Makhno and Malatesta's reply werepublished in Il Risveglio (The Reawakening) in Geneva4-12-1929).

-------------------Malatesta was under house arrest in Rome from 1926to his death in 1932. Ed.




